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SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
1. The European Community has a long-standing interest in leave arrangements for
worken with young children. This reports reviews four types of leave arrangements:
Maternity kave, Paternity Leave, Parental [.eave, and Leave to care for sick children. The
report covers the 12 Member States of the European Community, plus Austria, Finland,
Norway and Sweden.
2. The case for leave anangements is that they contribute towards the reconciliation of
employment and family resporuibilities, as well as other social and economic policy
objectives, including equal opportunities, the health and well-being of children and parents,
the well-being of families, improved economic performance and reducing unemployment.
3. Leave can be provided as a legal entitlemenq or through collective or company
agreements. The fwo approaches are not exclusive; collective or company agreements can
supplement legal rights. The report gives examples of collective agreements which enhance
leave arrangements for groups of workers, but there is no comprehensive source of data on
the e:ftent or nature of such agreements.
4. Within the EC, Maternity Leave is available as a general right in all but one Member
State and is normally paid at a high proportion of earnings, but only one Member State offers
a substantial period of paid Paternity l-eave. Parental l-eave is available in 8 Member States,
with a ninth operating a 'career break' system; payment to parents varies considerably
between countries, with most paying nothing or a low level of benefit. Belgium and Denmark
have developed schemes in which child care is just one of many reasorur why worken can
take leave. Five Member States offer workers the right to leave to care for sick children; the
length of leave varies and leave is unpaid, exoept in Germany. Overall, statutory leave
iurangements are most developed in Denmark, Germany and Italy, and least well developed
in lreland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom.
5. All 4 non-EC countries have paid Parental Leave; Norway and Sweden are developing
very flexible schemes. Sweden and Finland provide paid Paternity Leave; Sweden and
Norway offer paid leave for parena to care for sick children. Taking account of the range
of leave and conditions such as length, payment and flexibility, Sweden has the most
advanced statutory leave provision among the 16 countries covered in this report.
6. The report considers evidence on how leave arrangements are currently used by
workers with children. Parental Leave and other forms of leave are, in general, widely used
when they are paid. Fathers make extensive use of paid Paternity I*ave, but rarely take
Parental Leave with the significant exception of Sweden. Parental Leave is used more by
fathers in the public sestor, in certain types of job, with higher levels of education and whose
parhers have higher incomes and levels of education, There are wide variations in the extent
and quality of statistics and research concerning the use of leave arrangements.
7. The report considers evidence onthe costs ofleave arrangements. Parental Leave and
other predictable types of leave including Maternity Leave do not appear to cause major
problems or costs to employers, althorugh there may be specific exceptions to this general
experience; they may also benefit employers. The cost to public funds depends on features
of partiarlar schemes, as well as the e:rtent of savings in other areas of public expenditure.
There may be costs to parents, depending to some extent on the structure of the leave
arrangements and whether leave is taken disproportionately by women. Leave to care for sick
children and entitlements to work redurced hours causes most problems for employers and
parents. There are no comprehensive studies assessing the costs and benefits of leave
arrangements.
8. The report draws a number of conclusions, including:
* l.eave arrangements can contribrute to a nmge of social and economic objectives, b,ut
only if a comprehensive, detailed, critical and dynamic approach is adoped. Without
this approach, leave arrangements may be of limited or no value.
* The development of bener and more effective leave arrangements requires regular
monitoring and research.
{' At present, few men take leave wherc it is available and most cormtries appear.to
accept this situation. The main exceptions are Nordic countries. Their experience
suggests a number of conditions that need to be onsider€d if leave arrangements are
to be nsed by a significant numb€n of men (for example, conerning payment, length,
non-transferability and flexibility). Many of these conditions will also benefit women.
* To be fully effective and encourage their'rxe by men and women, leave arrangements
need to be flexible: this means responding to divenity in family and employment
ciranmstances; and choice in how leave can be taken. The report provides examples
of how a flexible approach to-leave arrangements can be implemented in practice.
* Because leave arrangements are of such basic importance to reconciling employment
and family responsibilities, a bas.ic entitlement to the four types of leave needs to be
guaranteed to all workers by laur. This entitlement should be paid and flexibfe and
include at least 16 weeks post-natal Maternity I-eave; 2 weeks Paternity l*ave; 12
months Parental Leave; and 10 days kave for Family Reasons per child per year.
* Employers and trades unions can supplement this basic entiflernent, as well as making
other important contributions to the operation of leave arrangements.
* lntroduction of a comprehensive, flexible and paid system of leave arrangements can
be phased in over time. Where there are partiorlar problems, for example in some
small companies, extr-a support may be provided
* At present, leave arrangements are mostly tied specifically to the birth and care of
young children. An alternative approach would be to integrate Parental I-eave into a
strategy concerned with the working hours of men and women over their whole
adult lives. This life course approach mears adopting a 'career break' or 'time
aicount' system, offering opportunities to take perids of leave throughout working
life for a variety of reasons, including but not only caring rcsponsibilities.
INTRODUCTION
This report is a review of leave arrangements for parents in the European Community, and
in fournon-EC countries (Ausbia, Flnland, Nor"way, Sweden) which are orrrently applying
for membership of the Community. t-eave arrangements are important measures which can
support Parents to reconcile employment and caring for children. As such, the European
Commission Network on Childcare and other Measures to Reconcile Employment and
Family Responsibilities for Women and Men (referrei to below as the iC Cmao"u
Network) has briefly reviewed and discussed leave arrangements in a number of its previous
reports and also made recommendations about the future development of these
anangementsr. This report, however, is the first time the EC Childcare Network has foclsed
exclusively and in detail on leave. In doing so, the Network is meeting some of the general
duties given to it under the Community's Third Equal Opportunity Action programme - "/o
monitor developmenE, evaluate policy options (atd) collect and disseminate iformation,'.
Why review leave arrangements at this time? November 1993 was the tenth annivenary of
the Commission's proposal for a Directive on Parental Leaye and Leave for Family
Reasons (discussed further below and referred to as the 'dmfi Directive'\. Since then, thefo
have been significant developments on leave in a number oi Member States. A number of
other European countries are anrrently applying for membership, and it is of partiorlar
relevance therefore to understand their leave arrangements. The Community itself has
maintained its interest in leave atrangements, and paid particular attention to them in n1lo
initiatives adopted n 1992 - the Pregnancy Directive and the Council of Ministen'
Recommendotion on Child Care (discussed further below).
At the same time, the need for leave arrangements is becoming ever more important, as the
number of parents in the labour market in the European Community increases. Between 1985
and 1991, employment rates for mothen with young children (under l0) increased ftom4lZo
to 50Vo (excluding Portugal, Spain and the new German lander). Including Portugal,
Spain and the new German lander, 58Vo of mothers were economically active (thai is
employed or looking for employment) by 1991. Economic activity among fathers with young
children remains very high, over 95Vo in 1991, and nearly all employed fathen work long
hours in full-time jobs (EC Childcare Network, 1993).
For these reasons, it seems appropriate to take stock of leave arrangements for workers with
children at this time. But what are these leave arrangements? Broadly speaking, we can
define four main types of leave: Maternity Leave; Paternity Leave; Parental Leave; and
Leave for Family Reasons.
Maternity Leave is generally only for mothers (although it is possible for the post-natal part
of the leave to be nanrsferred to the father in extneme circumstances, such as the mothlr's
tsee chiacare and Equality of opporuniry $9881; chitdcare in rhe
communities 1985-1990 (1990); Men .u caren for children(1990). All
publications available, free of charge, from the Equal oppornrnities Unit,
Commission (DGV/B/4I, 200 rue de la loi, 8-1049 Brussels, Belgium.
European
Network
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death or severc ill,ness). It is intended to protect the mother and unborn infant in tlre last
weeks of pregnancy and during childbinth; to allow the full recovery of the mother following
childbirth; and to accommodate the brcast feeding of the infant, at least in the early and most
critical stages. It is essentially a health and welfare measure, concerned with the well-being
of the mother and infant
Parental L@ve, by contrast, is for mothers and fathen, to enable them (in the words of the
draf Directive) to take " responsibiliSt for the actual care of the child" .Its equal availability
to mothers and fathers is a defining feature of Parental L€ave, and this point is emphasised
in the Commission's Explanotory Menrorandam which introduces the dnS Directive:
"Leave and other bene/i* grantctd (afier Matgnity Leave), panicularly in rclation to
the care of young chiktren, comet uniler Afticie S oltne Directive (Uo.ienOZ on equal
treatment as regards access to emplqment, vocatiorul training and working
conditions), since they corutitut'e terms of employment tlat should applt equally to
men and women workers" (Network's emphasis).
Parental I*ave, when available, is generally taken by parents when children arc very young;
indeed, par€nts are usually required to take leave while children are under 3 (or yogager).
But there is no intrinsic reason why Parental l-eave could not cover a wider age range in
childhood, so &at for example it could be taken at arLy period until the beginning of
compulsory schooling - or indeed at anF period until the end of compulsory sdrooling.
Leave for Family Reasons is also for mothers and fathers; the principle of equal availability
applies as much to this type of leave as to Parental Leaye. T\e dmfi Directive defined this
type of leave in terms of duration ('short periods of leave'l and purpose ('forprcssing fanily
reasors'). A narrow approach is simply' to limit leave to situations where a drild is ill. If a
broader approach is taken, an important issue is to define what corutitute 'prccsing' family
reasons. \\e drafi Directive did not provide a definition. trnstead, it gave exanples of
'pressing' reasons: "illness of a spouse; death of a near relattve: weddkg of a chid; ilhess
of a child or the percon caring for the child". These examples imply that l-eave for Family
Reasons does not have to be confined onJ:y to workers with young children ad that 'prcssing'
family reasons may cover a wide range of family responsibilities. But they do not provide
clear principles that may be applied generally to help decide whether a particular
circumstance should count as 'pressing'. For example, should 'pressing farrily reasons' @ver
parents' visiting their child's nursery or school? or parents taking their child to a medical
appoinrnent? or workers caring for a nenr relative who is ill?
One other type of leave for parents has been introduced in a number of countries, but has
not been the subject of a draft or acfual European Community Directive2. Paternity Leave
is, by definition, only for fathers. It is a period of leave to be taken at or near the time of .
"1\e Explanatory Memorandum for the drajl Directive does refer to Paternity l-eave,
in the conteril of a discussion about how the principle of equal treatnent is applied in the
draft Directive to Parental Leave and [.,eave for Family Reasors. Paternity [,eave, it is
argued, " constitutes an acceptable an"d i,ndeed desirable exception to the principle of equal
treatment".
childbirth (not necessarily immediately after birth, but within a short perid after the birth).
This type of leave has a number of purposes: to enable the father to be present at the birth
of his child; to enable the father to have time with his newborn baby; to enable the father to
have time with the mother and offer support; and to enable the father to provide sole or main
c:re f<rr other children and the home.
This review focuses in particular on Parental lrave, although it also coven the three other
main kinds of leave. It consists of five parts:
* the European Community's interest in and initiatives on leave iurangements;
* the case for leave arrangements;
* current leave arrangements in Member States and four other European countries;
* how leave arrangements work in practice, in particular their usage and cost;
* conclusions and recommendations.
There are two Appendices. The first summarises current statutory leave arrangements for the
four types of leave outlined above, in the Member States of the European Community, and
in Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden. The second gives examples of the flexiblenature
of leave :urangemens in Sweden.
'lhe information in the review comes from various sources, including questionnaires
completed by memben of the Childcare Network for their own country and a variety of other
published and unpublished documents.
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY'S INTEREST
IN LEAVE ARRAIIGEMENTS
The draft Directive
The European Community has a long-standing interes in leave arnrngements for workers
with children. The Fint Community Equal Oppornrnities Action Programme, adoped in
1982, required the Commission to draft a Directive on Parental Lave and Leave for
Family Reasons. This action had been recommended by the European Parliament, in a
resolution of 111211981, and was supported by the Economic and Social Committee in its
Opinion on the new Equal Opportunities Action Programme.
The Commission put forward its proposal for a Directive in 1983, intended to aver ,,all
wage-earne6...in full or part-time employment in the public and private sectorv" [Article
3(l)1. It did not therefore cover self-employed or family workers. Parental Lcave was
defined as:
"entitlement to leave of ,a given duration to wageearners, fathen,
mothen...consequential upon tle birth of a chiW, during the periodfoltowing the
termination of mateniQ leave, or to v,orkers, as defned above, on tlrc adoption of
a chid duing the peiod followtng is receptian in the adoptive panena ltouselpld,
during which period of leave the beneficiary taks rasporsibility for the actuul care
of the child" [Article lJ.
The drafi Directive included the following proposals for Parental l-eave:
* minimum period of 3 months leave per worker, including those in part-time
employment;
* duration might be extended for single parents or in the case of a handicapped ctrild;
* leave to be taken before a child :is 2 (except for a handicapped or adoped ctrild;
* payment for workers on leave u'as left to Member States to decide, but if made it
should some from public funds;
* leave should be taken as one contiinuous perid and might be taken part-time, but onty
with an employer's agreement;
* leave was an individud right, and could Eat be transferred from one parent to
another, nor could both parents take leave at the same tirne.
Leave for Family Reasons was defined as:
"entitlement to shon periods of leave grantedlor pressing family reasons to worken
with fanily resporcibilities" [Article lJ.
Four 'pressing family reasons' were specified (see page 4), but as examples rather than a
definitive list; it was left to Member Stanes to define cases wherc this type of leave should
be granted. T'he drafi Directive included the following proposals:
* entitlement to a minimum number of days per worker, including those in part-time
employment, but for Member States to decide on the number;
* duration might be extended for single parents or in the case of a handicapped child;
* payment to be made on the same basis as paid holidays (ie.by the employer).
ln the Explanatory Memorandula which accompanied the dmfi Directive, the Commission
ernphasised the importance of setting minimum standards for leave "as paft of the total
strateg)/ on economic, sociel and lanily pohcl and on an adeqtnte demographb
development". More specifically, the Commission argued that Parental I*ave and l-eave for
Family Reasons would contribute to equal opportunity objectives:
"the establishment of common standards (on leave) shouW be seen as an imponant
development in the achievement of wider poltct objectives regardtng equal
opporunities in socieQt. The slning of fanily responsibilities between parens is an
essential part in pafticular of strategies designed to increase equality on the labour
m.arket".
The Commission therefore envisaged leave as a means to promote equal opporhrnities,
through encouraging more equal sharing of child care and other family responsibilities
between men and women. However, it also envisaged that leave arrangements could work
against equal oppornrnities, if care was not taken:
"Parental leave shouW on no account, however, be seized upon as a discrcet way of
encouraging the permanent witMrawal from the labour market of working nCIthex.
The actual duration of leave and the type of guarantees to which the working parent
is entitled shouW be bid down with this corcideration in mind...The present prcposal
sets out a number of principles in this respect, ercuring that parental leave, Iike leave
forfanily reasons, is esnbtished as a nontransferuble individual mtitlement of the
worker" (Network's emphasis).
ln addition to a central concern with equal oppornrnities, the Commission considered that
leave arrangements would contribute to other social and economic objectives:
"Of no less stgni/icance is the contribution of parental leave and leave for family
reasorls to the development offamily policy...
Parental leave is also to be considered as a form of leave of absence from work which
can contribute to greaterflexibility in the organisation of working time, and indeed
to the reduction of working time...
The development of various forms of paid or partly compensated leave from work can,
under the right condlttotts, make a useful connibution to the reduction of
unemployment...
Parental leave can also ofer an opportunity to provide valuable work experience for
loung people" (Network's emphasis).
The Commission's proposal received a favourable opinion from the European Parliament,
although both the Parliament and ECOSOC recommended that leave should be paid. It was
then discussed in the Council of Ministers from November 1983 to December 1985. But
negotiations were discontinued when it became clear that the proposal had no chance of being
adopted, mainly due to the outright opposition of one Member States (although some other
Member States had reservations about partiorlar points of detail). The proposal is therefore
still pending before the Council
Other Community initiatives on leave arangements
for workers with children
More recently, the Community has become involved with another form of leave - Maternity
lrave. In October 1992, the Council of Ministers adopfied a Prcgnancy Directive (orto grvl
its full natne, a Directiye Jbr the Protection at Work of hegrunt Women or Woman who
have recmtly gr"tn Birlhl. The Directive contained a number of measures concerned with
the health and safety at work of pregnant workers and workers who have recently given birth
or are breast-feeding. These include an entitlement to 14 weela Maternity lave; workers
taking leave must receive some financial compensation, at least equivalent to disability
Payment (although the Commission's original proposal had zuggested that women on leave
should receive full pay). This Directive, unlike the earlier draft Directive on Parenat L*llve,
was put forward as a health and safety measure (under Article 118a the EC Treaty), and as
such did not require uranimous support from all Metnber States.
Also in 1992, the Council of Ministers adopted a Recommendation on Child Care. Pnoposed
a.s Part of the programme to implementthe Communig Clwner on the Fvndamettul Righo
of Worken and the Community's Third Action Prcgrumme on Equal Opporunitia for
Women and Men, the Recommendatio.n is intended o
"encourage initiatives to enabkt men artd women to reconcile their occupational,
famity and upbringing rxponsibilities arising from the care of chitdrcn" [Article'l].
lnitiatives are recommended in four ar€as, including childcare servi@s, the wortplace, mone
equal sharing of family responsibilities betrveen men and women - and leave anangemenb.
",4s regards special leave for enployed paren* with respottsibility for the carc and
upbringing of children, t? rs recommended tlnt Member States, takkg into account
the respective responsibilities of,national, regional and local authorities, ntaragement
and hbour, other relevant organisations and private ildividuab...slnuld nke andlor
encourage initiatives...These initiatives (on leave) shouW concern, for etntple,
special leave erubling employerl paren&, both men and women, wlto so desire
properly to disclnrge their occupational, 
"fanily and upbringing rcspotsibilities with,inter alia, some Jleribility as to liow leave nay be taken" lArticle 4].
ln its opinion on the Commission's original proposal for a Recommendation, the European
Parliament again emphasised the importmce of payment for parents on leave.
ln summary, since the early 1980s the Community has identified that leave arrangements can
play an important role irt promoting a variety of policy o$ectives, partiorlarly equal
opportunities between women and men in the labour market. Three types of leave have been
the subject of proposals for action at Community level: Maternity I-e,ave, Parental l-eave and
Leave for Family Reasons. So far, the contribution of leave arrangements to meeting the
needs of workers with responsibilities for older children and dependent adults has only been
recognised in the draft Directive proposals on l-eave for Family Reasons (and even then, only
marginally). Payment to worken on leave has been a contentious area.
Finally, discussions about leave have been linked to the goal of more equal sharing between
men and women in family responsibilities. Member States have adopted this gerreral gaol.
Article 6 of the Recommendation on Ch,iU Care says that:
"lt is recommended tlnt Member States shouW promote and encourage, with due
respect forfreedom of the individwl, increased partictpation by men (in the care and
upbringing of children), in order to achieve a more equal staring of parental
resporsibiliti* between men and women".
THE CASE FOR LEAVE ARRANGEIVIENTS
FOR WORKERS WITH CHILDREN
The Comrnunity has paid considerable attention to leave arrangements, in partiorlar for
worken with young children. Many Member States (and also countries outside the
Community) have also developed the rights of workers in this area in recent years. Wtry has
there been this gro'pving interest? What is the case for leave arrangements?
At a general level, the case for leave arrangements is that they contribute towards
reconciling employment and family responsibilities - in other worrds, that they enable
women and men to combine usks of social and economic importance, paid work and unpaid
work3. This case has been recognised by Member States in the Council of Ministen'
Recommmdation on ChiA Care, which is concerned to promote reconciliation. The
Recommerrdation makes it clear that leave arrangements will be most effective in zupporting
this objective when part of an overall prograrnme of initiatives, for exampte including
services for children and measures in the workplace to support Parcnts at work.
Leave arrangements may contribute to a number of morc specific policy objectives:
1. homoting equal opportunitiesr between women and men in the labour market,
through:
a) enabling women to retain their position in the labour market during child-bearing;
b) encouraging increased participation by men in the carc and upbringing of children
and more equal sharing of farnily responsibilities between men and women.
2. Promoting the health and well-being of children, pregnant women, mothers and
fathers, through:
a) protecting the health of pregnant women,.women immediately after childbirth, and
unborn and very yo1.rng infants;
b) giving sick children the right to have their parents present and, more generally,
glving children the right to more of their parents' time;
c) giving parents the opportunity' to spend more time with their children;
d) enhancing choice in the organisation of employment and family life;
e) reducing conflict between work and family life and rcducing the 'double burden'
on women by promoting more equal sharing of family responsibilities;
f) recognising the social importance of motherhood and fatherhood.
3. Promoting the well-biing of farnilies, through:
a) contributing to better family firnctioning and relationships.
3"The concept of reconciliation ref'en to harmonising, bringing together or tnaking
consistent diferent activities or interests so that they can co-exist witlwut friction, sttess or
disadvantags" (European Commission Guide to Good Practice to Supplement the Council
Recommendation on Childcare).
t0
4. Improving economic performance, through:
a) making bener use of human resources as a result of retaining women workers in
the labour force and enabling parents to work under less strress.
5. Reducingunemployment, through:
a) using unemployed workers to make up for all or part of the working time resulting
from parents taking leave.
We stress that leave arrangements may contribute to this wide range of social and economic
objectives, because it is not inevitable that they will do so. Whether, and how far, leave
arangemens contribute to particular objectives depends on various conditions being met,
both in the stnrcturing of leave :urangements and in complementary measurles. We return to
this point in the "Conclusions" section of the paper.
We also consider in the "Conclusions" section the potential contribution of leave
iurangements to a stntegy to give men and women more control and flexibility in how they
allocate their time betrpeen employment and other activities (including, brut not only, family
responsibilities) over their whole adult lives.
1l
TTIE CIJRRENT SITUAT'ION ON LEA\{E. M
FOR EMPLOYED PARENTS
Leave can be a legal entitlement, either available to all workers or with some exepions.
As already noted, the dra$ Directive on Parental lrave did not cover self-employed or
family workers. It also allowed some scope for Member States to add further conditions
limiting coverage: "Parental Leave truy be tnade subject to a requirernent regarding length
of sentice or emplayment, which must not, in any case, qceed one yearnlArlcle 5(3)1.
Leave can also be provided through collective agreemen8 or in the employment conditiorn
of individual employers. The two appnraehes to leave are not mutually exclusive. Collective
agreements or individual employer agrcements mal supplement a general legal entitlement(for example, extending the period of leave or supplementing the payment grarrted by law).
ln other cases, however, collective or individual employer agreements may $ve a group of
workers access to leave that is not generally available (for example, they may offer paternity
leave, when there is Ro general entitlernent to this t)?e of leave).
This section considers first leave arrangements that are legal entiflenrents for workers, then
leave arrangements prcvided under collective or individual employcr agreenrenb.
Statutory Leave Arrangements
Appendix I provides a sunmary of statutory arrangements for Maternity I-eave, PaErnity
Leave, Parental Leave and Leave to car€ for sick children and for other family rcasoru, for
the 12 Member States of the European Community and for Aushia, Finland, Norrray and
Sweden. Appendix I refers to the situation existing at the time this report was completed
(January 19941, but also includes changes in leave arrangements in Nornay and the United
Kingdom which will be introduced during 1994.
Maternity Lezve
ln most cases, EC countries offer a general right to Maternity Leave, paid throughout at a
high proportion (75Vo+) of normal eanrings.
There are two exceptions. In the United Kingdom conditions for eligibility restrict
entitlement to about 60Vo of pregnant women workers. Most of the period of leave is rurpaid;
the paid perid consists of 6 weeks at 90Vo of earnings and 7z.weels at a low flat rate.
However, due to the Pregnancy Directive, changes in the law have been approved which
mean that all women will be eligible fcrr a limited perid of paid leave (prolably starting
towatds the end of 1994). Denmark provides a flat rate payment for the whole leave period,
set at a relatively high level compared to average earnings.
In the Community as a whole, the length of leave is mostly between 14 and 18 weeks, with
a number of countries offering externions in certain circumstances (for example, multiple or
t2
premature births). The United Kingdom has the longest period of leave at 40 weeks, but
most of this period (22 weeks) is unpaid. In all countries, a specified period of leave must
be used before birth and another specified perid must be used after birth; however in six
countries, a further part of the leave period can be used before or afiter birth as the mother
chooses. ln some countries (Itdy, Portugal), leave may be taken by fathers in the event of
the mother's death or disability.
A number of countries (France, Greece, Itdy, porfugal, Spain) offer additional
entitlements to mothers who have returned to work, enabling ttte. to take daily breaks from
their jobs during the fint 9-12 months after childbirth. In Fbance and Portugal these breala
are specifically for mothers who are breas-feeding. In ltaly, all mothers in full time
employment have the right to two daily periods of rest, each of one hour, and these perids
can be taken together so that mothers can effectively shorten their working day; Spain has
a similar, if less generous, system. In Greece, women arc entitled to one hour's break a day
for 12 months after the end of Maternity l-eave (Z months in the public sector).
The four non-EC countries all have a system of Maternity l-eave, paid at a high proportion
of normal earnings. In Aushia, Nonvay and Elnland, the leave overs the period before and
after birth (in Norway, there is no separate system of Maternity lrave, b'ut part of the
Parental l*ave perid can only be taken by the mother and must be taken immediately before
and after the birttr). In Sweden, a specific Maternity l-eave is only available before birth, and
then only to women who carmot continue in their normal jobs and cannot be transferred to
alternative duties. Other women can stop work two months before the expected date of
delivery, but payment comes from the 'parental allowance' lhked to Parental Leave;
similarly, leave taken by mothers immediately after birth comes fnom the Parental l-eave
Perid, and payment comes from parental allowance, rather than being a separate system of
Maternity Leave, Because eligibility conditions for Parental Leave - 6 months with the same
employer or 12 months' employment in the preceding 2 yearc - excltlde some women, all
women are entitled to leave of six weeks before and six weeks after birth.
Austria gives breas-feeding mothers who have returned to employment the right to take
daily breaks.
Paternity Leave
Four EC countries offer fathers an entitlement to Paternity l*ave; but in three cases(Belgium, France, Spain), the leave period is very short (2-3 days). Only Denmark offers
a substantial period of paid leave - 10 working days to be taken during the first 14 weela
after childbirth and paid on the same basis as Maternity leave (ie. a relatively high flat rate
payment).
Of the four non-EC countries, there is an entitlement to 2 weeks unpaid leave in Norvay and
2 weeks leave at 80Vo of earnings in Sweden. In Flnland, fathers can take 2 weela of the
Maternity Leave perid, in which case the leave available to the mother is reduced. Fathen
are also entitled to take I week of paid leave during the Maternity or Parental Leave periods
which is exclusive to fathers and does not affect the leave available to mothers; leave is paid
at 66Vo of earnings.
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Parental l.pgve
Eight countries in the EC offer an entitlement to Parenal l*ave, although in two cases
(Flance arrd Greece) parents working for smaller employen can be refused.
A nhth country (Bdgium) has a system of 'career breaks' ('interruption de caniEre' or
'loopbaanonderbreking ) which can be taken for any reason, including the care of a childa.
This system is not a general legal entitlement- In the private s@tor, it is a negotiated right
based on collective agreements (since the begiruring of 1994, there is a general collective
agreement on 'career brealcs' covering all private sector workers, but the conditioru of this
agreement may be improved upon in collective agrcements oovering partiorlar industries
within the private sec'tor). In the public sector, it is a legal right. Taking a 'carcer break' in
the private sector is subject to an employer's agreement (except where a collective agrcement
edsts which removes this condition). In the public sector the right to a 'carcer break' does
not extend to all services or to senior levels, where special permission mwt be sought "to
safeguard the functioning of the service". However, because the system of 'career breaks'
now covers all workers in Belgium, it is included in this report alongside statutory
entitlements to Parental Leave.
Ireland, Luxembourg and the United Kingdom have no generally available system of
Parental Leave, based either on legal errtitlement or general collective agreements.
ln most countries, the leave perid per family is at least 6 months, octerding to nearly 3
years in France and Germany. In Denmark, the basic entitlement is 10 weeks, but since
1992 this has been supplemented by an additional perid. Until recently, this additional
perid (13 to 52 weeks per parent) was conditional on the employer's agxeement and
acceptance of a previotsly unemployed person as a replacement. From January 1994, this
additional perid has be€n replacrcd by an unconditional6 montls per worker, with a furtlrer
6 months per worker conditional on the ernployer's agreement. llfs 6sans that the potential
Parental l.eave available to a two parent family is 2 years and 10 weeks, with I year
conditional on the employer's agreement and the fuil period depending on both parents using
their individual entitlement.
A significant feature of the new Danish sygtem is that leave can be taken not only to care for
young children, but also for training pqrposes - or for any other reason (ie. as a Sabbatical
break from work). The original Parental Leave has therefore evolved into a broader concept,
although at present the conditions of workers taking leave vary somewhat depending on
whether they are taking leave for child care, training or other reasors (see Appendix l). In
this respect, the approach taken in Denmark is similar to that in Bdgium, where the system
of 'career breaks' is also not limited to child care neasoflr. Both countries arc evolving a
system which offers the potential of taking leve or career breaks at different times and
for varying reasorur throughout working life.
a'Career break' applies to all ocorpations, and not just professional, managerial or other
higher status 'white collar' occupations; the systern offers all workers th9 possibility of taking
leave from their employment. 
\
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Only Greece and Netherlands give the full period of leave as an individual right (ie. each
worker has a right to a period of leave). In both cases, this individual entitlernlnt to leaveis non-transferable- Elsewhere, with one exception, the full perid of leave is a family right
which can be allocated benveen the mother and father as they choose. Indeed, in ftary ifre
leave is for the mother who can transfer all or part of the timl to the fathet'. The exception
is Denmark, where the initial 10 week perid is a famity right, but the additional p;ods
of leave introduced since 1992 are individual and non-transf;ble rights.
Payment is made for_the whole period of leave and to all parents taking leave in onlyDenmark, Italy and Belgum. In ltaly, payment is made at3}Vo of earnings-. In Denmark,
payment for the initial l0 week period is on the same flat rate basis as tvtatirnity [,eave; the
additional period of leave is paid at a lower flat rate. All workers taking . '.u*u,. break, in
Belgium receive a low flat rate payment, which is higher if taken within O years of the birth
or adoption of a second or higher order child; this means that workers taking 'career breaks'
to provide care for young children receive favourable financial tneatment.
Elsewhere, either no payment is made to parents taking leave; or if payment is made, it is
only to some Parents or for part of the leave perid. In Flance, a low flat rate payment is
made to parents taking leave if they have three or more children (,Nlocatbn parentale
d'&lucation' (APE)). However, ,4PE is not only available to parents who have taken leave
since the birth of a third child. Apa.t from having threg o. more children, one of whom is
under 3 years of age, the only condition to receive APE is that the parent has worked at least
2 years in the 10 years preceding the birth of the third child.
In Germany, a low flat rate payment is available until U months after birth('Eniehungsgeld'); with some local exceptions, no payment is made for the last year of leave(between U-36 months after birth). Payment is made to all parents for the first six montl6,
after which it is means-tested; in practice, however, ouer g\Vo of parents receive the full
Payment. The benefit payment, which has been DM 600 a month since 1986, is not regarded
as a compensation for lost earnings but as public recognition of the work involved in the care
and upbringing of children. Consequently, it is available to all parents who are not employed(or who are employed for less than 19 hours a week), and not jus those parents who were
employed immediately before giving birttr and are taking leave prioi to returning to
employment:
"(Maternity leave benefit and Eniehungsgetd) pumue diferent aims. The intention of(theformer), according to the Federal Constitutional Coun, is to resolve the confliit
between the woman's resporsibility as a mother and as a member of the workprce
in the interests of preserving the health of mother and child. Corcequently, the
matern[$ benefit serves thefunction of preserting the mother's standard of living (as
tt was) before her pregnancy began. In contrast, the payment of (Eniehungsgetd) it
based exclusively on providingfor the upbringing and care of children, (Schiersmann,
1991;65).
5One consequence of this situation in ltaly is that a father whose partrler is self-employed
can never take leave becaue self-employed mothers are not entitled to leave.
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Four German lander pay a benefit during the third year after birth, a perid which is unpaid
for parents on leave under federal legislation. [n F]ance, the authorities in Paris pay parcnts
who stop work at the birttr of a second child. A similar system, of a common national
payment with the option of local supplements, has recently been intoduced in Dqrmark.
Since the reform of Parental Leave in January 1994,local authorities have been given the
power to supplement the basic benefit payment (807o of unemployment benefiO if they wish;
one neason why local authorities might choose to pay this supplement is to rduce demand
for childcare services, which local authorities heavily zubsidise.
With one exception, Parental Leave is based on full time leave. In some qases, however,
parents have the possibility of taking part time leave. In Bdgium, the 'career break' can be
taken on a pan time basis, but subject to the employer's agreement. In Genneny, par€nts
on leave may work up to 19 hours a ,week,for any employer, but again this depends either
on finding an alternative position with another employer (subject to the agreement of the
parent's original.employer) or being offered part time employment by their existing
employer; in both cases, the existing employer may rcfuse the request of a parent on leave
on business reasoru. ln France, parcnts may take leave on a part time basis, choosing to
work between 16 hours and 80Vo of full time hours.
The exception is the Netherlands, wherc Parental lrave consists of the right to work
reduced hours, the minimum being 20 houn a week. Workers takiag leave therefore must
work part time.
In ltaly, as in most other countries with Parental Leave, the entitlement applies to adoptive
parent!. ln addition, the ltalian system of leave recognises the needs of parents with a
disabled child, for whom leave can be extended until the ddld's third birthday (or
alternatively, parents can work a shorter day with financial compensation). In Gieece,
Porhrgal and Spain, parents with a disabled child may work a slrorter day, but without
compensation for lost earnings.
Usually, Parental Leave must be taken immediately after the end of Maternity Leave, but
some countries offer more flexibility and choice. In the Netherlands, leave can be used at
any time until a child is 4. T\e new leave arrangements in Denmark, introduced il 1994,
enable parents to take leave at any time until their child is 9. The system in Bdgium also
offers choice to parents about when they can take their 'career break', and a higher payment
is made to any worker who takes a break within 6 yean of the birth and the adoption of a
second or subsequent child.
All four non-EC countries considered in this report provide a legal entiflement to Parental
[.€ave6, with a benefit payment to parents taking leave. Leave is a family right to be divided
between parcnts as they choose - with one limited and recent exccpion. Under dranges in
the system in Norway introduced in 1993, 4 weeks of the leave period can only be taken by
the father. fu a general rule, if he do,es not do so, the period of leave is lost. In a few cases
6Since 1978, Parental Leave in S'weden has officially been called Child Care Leave, to
emphasise that the main reason for the leave is the child's well-being and care. However, it
is commonly referred to as Parental Leave, and the payment is called Parental Allowance.
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this rule does not apply and the father's period of leave can be transferred to the mother, for
example if the father is ill, unemployed, working abroa$ or off-shore or if he is self-
employed and taking leave would be very costly. In addition, a period of 9 weela leave can
only be used by the mother (discussed above under Maternity Leave).
The period of paid leave is longest in Austria and Flnland. I-eave in Austrir lasts two
years, with the possibility of replacing the second year's full time leave by two years of part
time leave (ie. spreading the leave until a child's third birthday). Unlike the three Nordic
countries (where payment for part or all of the leave period is made at a high earnings-
related level), there is a flat rdte payment throughout the leave period in Austria. This
payment is relatively low (in 1988, it was just over a quarter of the average wage and jlst
over a third of the average wage for women); there is however a higher flat rate payment for
lone parents and parents with a low income partler.
Flnland provides a Parental Leave and a Chitd Care I-eave. Following a period of Maternity
Leave, there is a 26 week Parental l-eave, then the possibility of taking a further period of
'Child Care Leave' until a child is 3. Parents taking this period of 'Child Care Leave'
receive a benefit consisting of a basic allowance (a low flat rate amount, less than 20Vo of
average earnings), supplemented by: (a) an extra allowance if there ar€ two or more children
under 7 and not in public childcare services; and (b) an income-rclatd, supplement. In
addition to the national system of allowances, supplementary allowances are paid by some
local authorities (for example, in larger cities where the cost of living is higher).
Where both parens are employed, one parent is entitled to take part time Child Care l.eave
until the end of the year when the child starts compulsory school. Depending on agre€ment
reached with employers, this leave can take the form of a shorter workday or a shorter
working week. An allowance is paid to parents taking this leave option until their child's
third birthday, equivalent to 25Vo of the basic allowance for Child Care leave.
Paid Parental Leave in Norway and Sweden is rather shorter, but is marted by considerable
flexibility. Parents in Norway can choose between length of leave and level of payment.
They may take 42 weeks of leave, with benefits paid at l0A%o of earnings up to a maximum
level (ie.the same level of payment and the same conditions as for sickness benefits), or 52
weeks with benefits paid at 80Vo of earnings.
From July 1994, the flexibility in the leave arrangements in Norway will be greatly
increased. Parents will be able to choose to take up to 29 weeks (paid at 7007o of earnings)
or up to 39 weeks (at 80Vo of earnings) of their Parental Leave entitlement in the form of
reduced working hours, rather than full time leave. In this case, they will be able to choose
between working 50Vo, 60Vo,75Vo, 80Vo or 90Vo of fulItime hours and taking 50Vo, 40To,
25Vo, 2AVo and 10To of their full time leave. If a parent chooses to use his or her leave
entitlement on this 'part time' basis, the length of leave will be increased correspondingly.
For example, a parent or parents (who may share the leave as they choose) who have chosen
to uke 52 weeks leave at 80To of earnings might take the first 26 weeks as full-time leave:
the remaining 26 weeks of leave can then be taken in a variety of ways, including reducing
their hours of work by 25Vo for 2 years 6e-26 weeks of full time leave becomes lM weeks
of quarter time leave); or by 40Vo for 65 weeks; or by 50Vo for 52 weeks. To take another
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example, a parent or parents who opt to take 42 weela of leave at l00Vo of earnings, might
take the first 29 weeks as full-time leave and convert the rcmaining 13 weeks of full-time
leave into 65 weeks worked at 80Vo of normal hours or 52 weeks worked at75% of normal
hours or 26 weeks worked half-time. The Norwegian of Children and Family Affairs
estimates that this new "time account scheme" offers parents morc than one hundred options
if they choose the 52 weeks of leave at 80Vo of earnings. Parents can choose any option,
although employers can object if they believe the proposed arrangement will substantially
disadvantage them; in these cases, the dispute will be arbitrated by committee.
Since 1982, parents with yorurg children (at least up to primary schml age) have ttre right
to work reduced hours, but with no benefit payment to comperuate for lost eamings.
Employen must agree to the arangement, but if there is a dispute, the case is arbitrated by
a committee. When the new "time account scheme" is introduced in 1994, parents will only
be allowed to use this entitlement to work reduced hours after the erd of their Parental
Leave; in other words they will not be able to claim a double reduction of working hours
under both the 1982 law and the "time account schetne".
ln Sweden, each parent is entitled to 18 months leave. This is combined with Parental
Allowance of 15 months per family paid at 90Vo of earninp (up to a tnodmum level) for the
first 12 months paid, and at a low flat rate for the remaining 3 months. The allowance can
be divided between the parents however they cltoose, and in effect glves a period of 15
months paid leave per family, and which can be taken at any time until a child reaclres the
age of 8 (qr the end of the first year 
^t 
school).
The Swedish system is very flexible. Parents can take part or all of their paid leave on a full
time, half time or quarter time basis. They can take leave in one block of time or several;
trarsfer leave between parents; and switch from full time to part time leave or vice versa.
By law, parents are entitled to make up to three changes per year in their use of Parental
Leave (that is, they may start a period of leave or change to part time leave three times
during a year), although more frequent changes can be made with an employer's agreement.
Finally, parcnts have flexibility in how they claim and use their allowance; forexample' they
can take 5 days Parental Allowance for every 7 days of leave, so spreading out the perid
of paid leave by taking a reduced payment over a longer period (see Appendix 2 for
examples of how families have used ttre flexibility in the S\yedish Parental l.eave and other
leave arrangements).
Sweden also offers parents the right to work a reduced working day (threequarten of
normal houn) until their child reaches the age of 8. There is no benefit payment to
compensate for loss of earnings (unless the parent uses the parental allowance for this
purpose, which is possible since the flexibility of the allowance payment enables it to be paid
to cover half-day or quarterday leave).
Leave for Family Reasons
No EC Member State has an entitlement to leave for a comprehensive range of 'pressing
family reasons'. Five countries howevrr offer workers the right to take some leave to care
for a sick child. The most generous benefit, in terms of length and payment, is Germany,
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which provides up to 25 days paid leave per parent in farnilies with two or more child.ren(with single Parents having a double allowance). Elsewhere, Italy and portugal offer longbut unpaid periods of leave; while Greece and Spain offer shorler and unpaii periods.
ln ltaly, mothers with a child with a serious disability can take 3 days of leave each month,
and this entitlement can be transferred to the father. In Denmart, speciat assistance is alsogiven to families with a child who is handicapped or chronically or rlrio*ly ill. parents are
compensated for lost earnings due to the care of their child (-for example, due to hospital
visits) or, without time limit, if one parent has to grve up work to careio, the child.
Finally' Parents in Greece are entitled to leave to visit their child's school, subject to their
employer's agreement.
In the four non-EC countries, leave to care for sick children is available in the three
Scandinavian countries (and, additionally, in the case of the illness of the person who
normally cares for the child in Sweden). In Sweden, parents are entitled b lr0 days per
year Per child under 12, receiving 80Vo of earnings for the first 14 days, then 90Vo of
earnings. [n Norway, leave is available to care for sick children undlr 12, the basic
entitlement being l0 days per year per parent, paid at 100vo of earnings; this is incteased to
15 days if there are more than two children, while single paren6 are entitled to a doubleperid of time (ie- 20 days per yeai.In the case of a disabled or chronically sick child, the
leave period can be extended to 20 days per year, and can be taken oue. 
" 
longer perid,
until the child reaches 16.
in Finland, employed parents of children under 10 are entitled to an unpaid temporary care
leave of 4 days if a child becomes suddenly iU. In addition, a family is tntitled io a special
allowance, paid at 66To of earnings for a ma:<imum of 60 working days per ye:r per child,
if a parent participates in the care, treatment or rehabilitation of a cttflAioiospital; this leave
and allowance can also cover a child cared for at home, if the illness or disability is serious.
For children between 7 and 15, the illness or disability must atways be serious ii parents areto qualify for the allowance. For all ages of children, if parents are to qualify for the
allowance they must be participating in the care of their childlt the request of a doctori they
must also be unable to go to work and get no pay during their period of absence from work.
However, this allowance is riot linked to a leave entitlemenu the employer is not required
to gmnt leave for taking care of a child over a longer period. Finally, an allowane can be
paid to a parent with a child under 16 who, due to illness, injury or iisability, needs special
treatment and rehabilitation for more than 6 months, if that tneatment or rehabilitation
involves special financial or other strain for the family.
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Collective and company agreements
Collective or company agreements can supplement legal entitlemenB or, in their absence,
provide some leave entitlements to some workers. Unfortunately, therc is no comprelrensive
source of data on the extent of zuch agreements. But there are suffrcient examples to suggest
that collective and company agreements make a signifrcant cratribution in Member States,
for example:
* Betetum: see discussion on page 14 about the 'carcer break' system.
* Denmark: all workers in the public sector and most (95Vol in the private sector have
the right to take paid leave on the first day of a child's illness. Public sector worters
get full pay for Maternity, Paternity and Parental lJaves, as do approximataly 45Vo
of private sector workers.
* France: all women in the public sector (and all divorced or widowed men) are
allowed 12 days leave a year to care for a sick child, while a substantiat ntrniber of
collective agreemenrc in the private sector make similarprovision, sometimes for men
and wornen, sometimes for women only. Many crllective agreements provide for
wornen on Maternity Leave t<l receive full pay.
* Germany: 14Vo of companies covered in a 1991 survey had agreemen8 offering
employees a longer perid of Parental Leave; some agrpements offer opportunities for
part time employment after the end of Parental Leave.
* Ireland: civil servants can take five days paid leave in the case of seriotrs and
unforeseen illness of a child or partner.
* Italy: most workers receive full pay while on Maternity l*ave: Workers in the public
sector receive extra payments while taking Parental Leave (l00Vo of pay in the first
month andS0Vo in the second month) and full pay for pan of the time they take leave
to care for a sick child. Some groups of public sector workers are entitled to 5 days
leave per year for family reasons, and in a few cases this leave can be used to spend
time at a nursery when a child first starts to attend.
+ Luxembourg: public sector workers are entitled to one year's unpaid leave or to
work part-time until a child reaches the age of 4.
* Netherlands: public sector workers receive 75Vo of earnings while on Parental Leave,
and are allowed to work half their original hours; for exarrple, a worter who
normally works 32 hours a week may work 16 houn a week while on leave, whereas
the statutory leave scheme sets 20 houn a week as the minimum working week.
* Portugal: public sector workers are paid when they take leave to carc for a sick child
or relative. Men in the public sector are also entitled to 2 days paid Patemity l*.ave.
* Spain: as the result of collective agreements, an increasing nunrber of workers
receive full pay while on Maternity [-eave.
* United Kingdom: some employers offer improved maternity leave provision or
paternity leave. A 1988 study found that l1Vo of a sample of employers provided
career breaks, the oppornniV for employees to take a period of leave (usually
unpaid) to look after young children.
ln Sweden, under some collective agreements workers receive full pay while on leave, and
there are also some additional .ights to leave. In Norway, many fathers nrceive paid
Paternity Leave as a result of collective agreements, and other agreements provide full pay
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to workers taking leave. In both countries, agreements pnrviding full pay for workers taking
leave are partiodady relevant to workers whose earnings are above the maximum level for
receiving earnings-related benefit payments; for example, in Norrray benefits are paid at
l00Vo of earnings up to NOK 223,000 a yeat, but not beyond. In Sweden, benefits are paid
at 90Vo of earnings up to a maximum level. In Flnland, most workers are covered by
collective agreements which ensure them full pay if they take tempordry leave to care for a
sick child.
In addition to having no comprehensive data on the extent of collective and company
agreements in the Community (or the other four countries covered by this report), there is
no comprehensive data to enable an analysis of which workers have access to leave as an
occupational benefit and which have no access at all. Such evidence as exists suggests Unt
generally workers in the public sector are more likely to benefit from improved leave
uurangements through collective agreements. Apart from the examples given above, there is
evidence in the United Kingdom that career break schemes (and other measures to support
employed parents) are more widely available to public sector workers (McRae 1991; Tables
2.74, 2.15). The author of the study from which this evidence comes also suggests that
"there are wide diferences in the availability of diferent typ* of anangement for dffirent
categoies of women within the same workforce" (ibid.; 54) (Netrrork's emphasis). Similar
partial covemge is reported for Germany:
"Not all employees of a compan! are always entitled to takc advantage of its
agreement. In some ccses, only women are eligible, although most company
agreements now refer to mothec and fatherc. Some lirms set a certain length of
employment as a precondition for receiving benefi*, while in otherc only certain
groups of employees are included or certain groups of employees are exchtded"
(Schienmann, 1991;711
Collertive and company agreements therefore raise questions aboutequality of acoess to leave
arrangements which are offered as ocanpational benefits. Coverage will generally be uneven.
Certain groups of workers are most likely to benefit, often those with more value on the
labour market or working for certain types of employer.
Finally, it should be noted that Parental Leave as a legal entitlement is equally available to
men and women. Within a two parcnt family, therefore, leave is equally available to the
mother and the father. When leave to care for a young child is part of a collective or
company agreement, it is equally available to men and women at the workplaces covered:
but it is not equally available to the mother and father in a family (unless both parents are
covered by the same agreement or contract).
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HOW LEAVE ARRANGEMENTS WORK IN PRACTICE
Parents' use of leave arrangements
In the European Community
This section on parents' use of sultutory leave arrangements within Member States of the
European Communify concentrates mainly on Parental fuave. Countries have been divided
into three grouPs: countries where statutory leave is unpaid; countries where it is paid to
some parents or for part of the time; and countries where all parents are paid tor the full
leave period.
ln Greece, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain workers taking Parental l-eave receive no
benefit payments, unless some form of payment is provided through a oollective or company
agreement. There are no national statistics currently available in these conntries on the use
made of Parental [*ave. The Network rrtembers in Greece and Portugal believe that the 
'seof leave is low, by both mothers and fathers. The Grcdc member of the Network notes that
"Parental Leave in Greece is not paid, so the proportions of mothen taking leove is very
limited---(but) there are no availablefiguresu. The Portuguese member alsp notes ttrat there
is no statistical information "since Parental Leave is not entitled to a benefit and is based on
an agreement between employer and employeeu, but adds ttrat 'take up' is p.U"Ufy low:
"The main factor.. -is the fact ttwt (leave) is not paid nor do* it count for seniority
and promotion puryoses...Naturally, being tnpaid leave the only paint who can
take it without seious dfficulties are those.wln can aford to tive wittout salary or
any benefit...All parent who can have their children in a child care seruice or with
any fanily member, or with hired helperc duing their wo*ing houn prefer to do so,, .
Parental Leave has been recently introduced in the Netherlands. Although there are no
national. statistics available on use, the Government is orrrently reviewing how leave
arrangements are working. Two research studies provide some information, although not on
the basis of a representative sample. A survey of employees of eight private and pnblic sector
organisations who had a child in 1991 found thatl6%ohad taken leavi - l3Vo ofthe men, and
23Vo of the women- Men were more likely to have used leave if they worked in the public
sector an{ therefore received some payment while away from work. The main reasorgiven
for not taking leave (by nearly half of the employees) was financial, while a frfth referred
to the culture of the workplace. A large number of women referred to the timitations of the
leave system which only enables leave to be taken on a part time basis. A final issue was
lac! of information: almost half of the sample did not know about the law on Parental l-eave
which had only been introduced at ther beginning of 1991 (Pelzer and Miedema, 1992).
A second study in the Netherlands looked at employees in three public seclor organisations,
who therefore would receive some Payment if ttt"y toot leave. The study coricluded that
women were more likely to take leave than men, and to take a longer period of leave. Men
in particular were likely to say that they could not take leave becaus" bf th" nature of their
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job or because it would have an adverse effect on their careers (van Soest, lgg2).
Some benefit paynerrt is made to parents taking Parental L,eave in Flance, but only if they
have three or more children. Regular statistical information about the overall 115e of parenal
I-cave is not available. The only regularly available information conoerns the minority of
parents who receive benefit UPE) because they have three or morc children (124,00b in
1991). However, this figure for 
'4PE recipients does not grve an accurate picnre of the rrse
of leave even ilnong workers with three or morre children, since as alrready noted.dpE is not
limited to workers on Parental Leave.
In a 1991 rePort, the High Council for Population and Family concluded that,,parcntal Leave
is still a rarely used measure", but also noted the absence of quantitative evidence. This
concluion has been substantiated by a 1992 survey of public and private sector workplaces
with 10 or more employees, commissioned by the Government Caisse Nationale
d'Allocations Familiale. The survey estimates that Parental l-eave was taken in only about
10Vo of dual earner households with a child under 3, and that 99To of parents taking leave
were mothers. Put another way,1.6Vo of women employed in the private sector were on
Parental l-eave and l.lVo employed in the public sector.
I*ave was most commonly aken by parents with three or rnor€ children (when parents
taking leave would also qualify for a benefit payment); they accounted for around 50Vo of
parents on lrave. The length of Leave taken varied with occtrpational statu: workers in
higher status jobs were less likely to take the full three years. Finally, although parcnts
taking leave may work part time, this happened in less than l1Vo of cases (Renaudat, 1993).
The earlier repon of the High Council for Population and Family zuggested a number of
reasons why the use of Parental l,eave was low:
"(The main obstacles to parents taking leave are) inadequate information, a clear
reticence on the part of many employen (panicularly small btuinesses) and above all
the fact that this leave is not paid and the guarantees of satis/actory conditions for
returning to work are inadequate".
Ln Germany, all parents receive some payment for part of the Parental l-eave period and the
evidence points to a high and stable take-up of leave, nrnning at about 96Vo. However, leave
is almost entirely taken by mothers, with men accounting for only |Vo of parcnts receiving
benefit. As dready noted, the German benefit payment {'Eniehangsgeld') is available to all
Parents, and not just those who have taken leave from employment; about half of the mothers
receiving this benefit were on leave from employment. Most of the men claiming benefit
were unemPloyed; in other words they had not taken Parental lrave to care for their young
child but were out of work already. Finally, only a small number of women receiving benefit
(about 37o) also worked part time, as they are permitted to do.
These figures for Germany refer to the period before the extension of Parental l-eave to 3
years. There is no information on usage under the new arrangemenb, which have only been
in place since January 1992. In a recent study, 40Vo of wornen in the new lander and 66Vo
of women in the old lander said they want to take advantage of the fult 3 years, women with
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lower educational qualifications being more likely to express this preference. A substantial
proportion of women in this study said they would like to work part time while op leave
(49Vo n the new lander, 35Vo n the old lander). The German member of the Network
observes that "aJter the extercion of Patental leove to 3 yean it is very prcbabk ttwt tle
proportion wo*ing part tine (while on leavd will incrcasen.
AII parents receive payment for at least part of the time they arE on Parental leave (or,
'career break') in ltaly, Bdgium and Denmark. In ltaly there are no statistics on the
number of mothen or fathers taking Parental Leave. In the absence of statlstics, the Italian
member of the Network gives her impression of the current situation:
"It is commonly believed tlwt mothen are the parens that take leave, and apeciatty
mothen psirking in the pubtic sector, except for a small ptoportion of fatlen mosttl
working in the public sector. (Levels of leave taking are higher) in the public sector
because there are fewer risb...and in general it is cluracterized by more favourable
attitudes towards leave nking as it lus a higher leiel of women wot*ers" .
The conclnsion that leave is mostly taken by mothers is supported by a recent large.scale
survey of public employees r,rndertaken by the Government. Maternity urd Parental l*ave
accounted for l9Vo of all days of absence from work; 95Vo of these leave days were taken
by women, although only 38Vo of the workers in the sample werc women.
In Belgium, a 1993 repon provides a review of the use of the 'career break' system (Belgian
Federal Service for Employment, 1993). While the data needs to be interpreted with caution,
because the system was intnoduced gndually and with different conditions for different.
groups of workers, some broad trends can be identified. First, there has been a steady
increase in the total numbers taking a 'career break', from 2,019 in the first year of
operation (1985) to 57,994 n 1992. Second, workers in the prublic sector arc more likely to
take 'career breaks'; n 1992 they accounted, for 56Vo of workers on leave but only 30%o of
all workers. One reason'for this may be the higher proportion of women workers in the
public sector. Third, 'career breaks' arc mostly used by white-collar workers, with their
share.increasing over time. Finally, most 'career breaks', approximately 85Vo, are taken by
women, and the proportion is probably higher for 'career brcaks' taken to care for children.
Whereas most women taking a 'career break' appear to do so because of family
responsibilities, esppcially the care of children, many men appear to take a 'car@r br€ak' in
anticipation of retirement (and it should be remembered that the system in Belgium allows
workers to request 'carEer breaks' for any reason). Thus, 65Vo of women tating 'catEer
breaks' n 1992 were under 40, while 55Vo of men were over 40.
There is, in fact, no national information currentty available on the reasons for workers
requesting a 'career break', although this information is being collected from 1993 onwards.
However, some regional data confirrns that women are much more likely than men to take
'sueer brealai becaue of children. In December 1992, in the Bnrssels region, therc were
571 workers taking a 'career break' fcrr this neason, of whom 95Vo werc women. This same
data set also shows that the group taking 'career breaks' was overwhelmingly white-cotlar
workers (89Vo\, and that over half were taking their 'career break' on a part time basis.
Reviewing this evid6nce, the Nerwor* member for the Flemish Community in Belgiurn
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concludes that:
"There has been a real interest among employees in the srlstem of 'careter brcak,.
Overall, however, it appean tlat the system remaila quite selective. As the ftat-ratepalment (to workcn taking career breaks) remahs modest, it prcbabty disadvantages
and discourages one income households, upecblly if their total hcome remailts
modest; those eaming most in two income households (usuatty men); and employees
in cenain indusnial sectorc where restrictions on the use of 'career breaks' lave-been
noted due to the operation of a de facto threshold (usualty lVo) on the prcponion of
employees who can take a 'career break' at an! one time',.
ln Denmark, SSVo of women are entitled to Maternity and Parental Leave (those not entitled
include housewives, women in education or training or on welfare benefits), and, SZVo take
leave - so almost all women make use of their entitlement. Moreover out of a potentialperid of VI weeks post-natal leave (14 weelcs post-natal Maternity Leave ard lb weeks
Parental Leave), women achratly take an average of 23 weeks. About 50To of fathers in
Denmark take Paternity Leave, and this take-up rate has risen steadily, by 34Vo per year.
By contrast, only 3Vo of fathers take any Parental I-eave; those that do, take an average of
5.5 weeks of leave out of the 10 weels available.
Fathers' use of Parental Leave has remained low since it was introduced in 1984. Research
has been conducted in Denmark which throws some light on the reasons. A national study
was undertaken in 1990, based on a sample of women who had chitdren between 1984-89
and a sample of men who had taken at least 4 weeks Parerrtal I-eave in 1989. Mothers and
fathers agreed on the main reasons why men do not take Parental l-eave: finance (it would
cost the family more if the father took leave, and it should be noted that mothers are mor,e
likely than fathers to work in the public sector - 52Vo v 29Vo - where workers taking leave
get full Pay); the length of the leave (the perid of leave is too short, with most mothers still
breast-feeding during the initial 10 week leave period); the workplace (the father's job does
not permit leave); and the possibility of the father taking leave was never discussed. Each
of these reasons was mentioned by approxirnately 20Vo of parents (Christoffersen, 1990).
These findings were confirmed in a later study, when about half the fathers said their
partners wanted the whole perid (for breast feeding among other reasons). Workplace
factors were also identified. The workplace is generally well disposed to Paternity l-eave but
not so favourable to longer Parental [-eave; more specifically, men take less leave and time
to care for sick child in workplaces characterised by direct competition between workers and
a weak culture of sol.idarity between the workforce. Finally, Danish research has found that
fathen are more likely to take leave if: they are employed in the public sector; they are well
educated: and their partners are well educated and have good incomes (Carlsen, 1993a,
1993b).
These findings relate to the Parental L,eave entitlement introduced in 1984, glving a right to
10 weeks leave. An ercension to this basic entitlement was first introduced Ln 1992, glving
the possibility of a further 13-52 weeks leave, although paid at a lower benefit level and
more conditional (for example, requiring the employer's agrleement and the taking-on of a
long-term unemployed person as a replacement worker). In its first half year, relatively few
parents (1,260) used the scheme; public sector employees predominated. Barrien to taking
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this additional leave included: the drop in earnings; employer resistance; uncertainty about
whether child can return to the same daycare service; and lack of intercst (Jeruen, 1993).
However, in its second hdf year, the nurnbers taking leave increased substantially (6,855).
Overall, in its first year of operation, women accpunted for 95% of parents rsing the
scheme. This scheme has now been replaed by a new and less conditional entitlement, which
came into operation at the beginning of 1994.
Danish research reveals two other important poinb. First, leave only accrunts for part of
men's absence from work when they have children. The national stucly on Panntal Leave
found that fathers not taking leave still spent 8 weeks at home during their child's first year;
those taking leave spent 14 weeks, only part of which (5-6 weets) was Parental Leave. Many
Danish fathers rrse holidays, time offin lieu or change their working hours (eg.to do evening
work) in order to extend theA Paternity l*ave and spend more time with Uriir children:
"these forns of absence and of planning of working houn are not shown in otl
statistics. Therefore we cannot use parenta,l leave srcrrsfics as a measune of ments
desire for involvement in the care of chiWren. Fathers are good at finding other
solutiors. The problem meanwhile is tlat these are individual solutbns wiich the
strcng*t groups at the wor@lace ane best able to wo* out for themselvq"(Carlsen, 1993a).
Secondly, workplaces may get accustomed to men taking leave, but less readily accept that
men have continuing family responsibilities after leave has finished:
"when fathet return to wark afier their period of leave r't rs as if the wodqlace
forgets tlwt the men still lwve their child care duties k the famity. The wo@lace
reac8 negativel! when men can no longer take on so much overtime, are no fonger
willing to do so much work in urcocial hours, when men stay at home because
chiWren are ill etc" (ibid,.l.
Finland, Norway and Sweden
farerrtal t-eave is paid in the three non-EC Nordic corurtries. The evidence points !o high
levels of use in all three cotuttries, at least by mothers. In Flnland, Parental-I-eare is rsed
in nearly all families, but almost entirely by mothers: fathen irccount for only ZVo of parentat
F"ug days (although, in l99l 45Vo of fathers took Paternity Leave). Nlarly half of allfamilies @6Vo n 1991) use the Child Care Leave following Parental Leave; again, this leave
is taken almost entirely mothers. Although Child Care Leave lasts rurtil chilOren reacl the
age of 3, only a minority of parents $SVo\ take the full period; the average length of leave
taken is 12 months.
ln Norway, nearly all working mothers who are eligible take Parental f€ave, but few fathen
do so. National and local data show that less than lVo of fathers used the period of paid
Parental Leave in 1987. At that time, the period of leave only lasted until 20 weeks aftei ttre
birth, a relatively short period given the Danish findings about the significurce of length of
Parental Leave for take-up by fathers. More detailed analysis o? ttte socio-economic
characteristics of fathers who took leirve, and their parfrers, shows a similar pattern to
Denmark:
"With respect to education, income and occupation, we find ttat the (athen) whotaok leave have a hbh education, a middle range income and are, to o -lorg, degree,publicly employed-..The interesting point is tlnt when we arulyse ,oupl&, nZ Srratlat the user group are alike in ttnt both the mother and the faiher fuvL a high tevelof education and income. In other words, wlwt we see is tlnt the labour markctpositton and the earning power of the motherc are strong...(which) strengthens theirbargaining position in the famity" (Brandth and Kvande-, 1992; 6).
By L997'92, when the Parental Leave period had increased to 28 weeks, the proportion offathen taking leave had only grown to ZVo.
Parental lrave in Sweden is unique for its combination of flexibility and high level ofpayment to Parents taking leave; it is also available for a substantiaf period of time. In1989190, nearly all mothers (9BVo) took paid parental L.eave; during the child,s firsr year,
nearly half QaVol take more than 277 days, while a third took betwinn 1gl and 270 days,
with an average of 262 days.
Unlike other countries discussed above, a substantial number of fathen also take leave.Nearly all fathers (86Vo in 1990) take the two week Paternity Lcave, and nearly half (44Voin 1989) now take some Parental Leave during their child'r nrrt year of life, double the
corresponding figure for the first half of the 1980s7. Statistics for igAq-gO show that 50Za
of fathers have taken leave by the time their children are over 15 months.
Some other features of leave-taking among fathers should be noted. Fathen are more likelyto take leave as children get older; n 1989t90 the proportion of fathers taking leave
increased from 2lVo for children under 6 months to 35Vi foi children ageA 9-l,l months and
50Vo for children over 14 months. One third of fathers taking Parentalleave make use ofthe flexibility in the- sy^slem, for example taking strort perioas of leave or part time leave.Although about half of fathen take some Parental leive, they account foi a much lowerproportion of the total number of days of leave used by parents; most of the leave is stilt
taken by mothers. In 1989, fathers 
"Hqq 
some leave ddtg the child's first year averaged
43 days away from work compared to 262 for rnothers, and frese figures 
"r rililr1. to thosein the early 1980s; overall, in 1990 fathers accounted for7.4Vo of att parerrtat leave days
taken (the above sratistics are from Rilaforsakringsverket lgg0,lggzl.
Swedish research points to certain men being more likely to take parental [.eave, with many
similarities to results from Denmark and Norway. Parental Leave is most often used and
taken for longest periods by fathers: employed in the public sector; who are older; who havehigher levels of education; who are employed in workplaces and in jobs (for example,
childcare workers, librarians) which are predominantly female; and who have partnen who
are highly educated and have a high income, and are likely therefore to have a stnong and
'This figure af 44Vo is for married and employed fathers; the Swedish Government notes
that "there is no reason to believe thatfathen cohabiting with the childls mother woald actdffirently from manied men" .
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pcrrnanent commitment to the labour market. Fathcrs least likely to take l.eave include men
with their own businesses and whcl work in the police force and the fire service
(Riksforsakringsverket, 1993).
"Parental leave is mostly used by parents who lave white-collar wo*. Orc rcason
b ttat civil semants always lave had less problens to sta) homefor parental leave.
People in pivate companies are more lilccly to face rwistance fum tln employer in
difercnt ways. Another reason is tlwt new ways of thi*ing, new fami$ pattenc,
always tend to clunge more slowly within the working class. Research sltows tlat the
most significant factor is the education level of tlu mother. Well educaed mothen
tend more ofien to let their husbands slare parental leave tlant othenn (Suadberg
1993a; 8).
Statistics also show that fewer immigrant rnen have been using Parental l-eave, and work is
underway to identify the obstacles for this group of fathers - "the prcject will end this autunut
(1993), but we already lwve some conclusiors...we btow now tlat infomwtion must be given
in another way to men from other culturus" (ibid; 8).
Research in Sweden suggest some reasons why men do not take leave. Some working-class
women with monotonous jobs in poor work environmen$ prcfer to stay at home (Lunden
Jacoby and Nasman, 1989). While the high earnings-related benefit payment means that
financ,e should gAl be a disincentive, some parcnts mention finarcial reasoilr. This may be
because some families have not calculated what the actual outcome would be, altlnov$ "for
families in strattenedfbnncial circurnstances the dfference tlwt nonethele,s remairc nay be
decisive (and this is like\ to apply above all to wo*ing class fanilir* wherc Meed a
smaller proponion of men takc parental leave" (Nasman, 1990; 10-11). Negative attitudes
at the workplace can be another obstacle, with some studies suggesting more.positive
attitudes in the public sector (and better conditions of employment), workplaes dominated
by women and for salaried as opposed to manual workers; however few parents say they
have not taken leave because of negative attitudes. Similarly, although some parenB mention
other workplace factors (for example, their indispensability), the proportion is very small.
While men may say they do not take leave for fear of their employer's reaction, several
reports have shown these fears exaggerated (Sundberg 1993a).
Three final conclusions about Parental Leave and fathers can be drawn from Sweden. First,
the length of leave taken may be important if leave is to contribute to morc equal sharing of
family responsibilities berween men and women on a longer-term basis:
"several reports show that the length of Parental r eave used by men is of vital
importance. Men who only stal at homefor a couple of week do not get kwtved in
how the domestic care is done, do not fittd their own way to carc for the chiW and
do not slwre this work more equally in thefuture. It is essential tlut men are hduced
to sta! at home with their small chidrenfor at least three montls. Only tlpnwill men
find time to organise the daily chiU care and domestic work in their own way"(ibid.;2)
Second, the availability of Parental Leave has been backed up by a number of publicity and
ot-her projects intended to encourage rnen to use leave, ma[y supported by p'ublic firnds. In
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recent years, trade unions have been involved:
"Campaigrc for parental leave inside workplaces lnve alwaSn met with resistance-
Thus it b necxsary to encourage trade unions...furlier trade unions did not care and
said this was a private mtztter...(Now) the Swedish Trade Union Confederation has
presented a campaign called "The best dad in the world' with panphtea and
poste6...Campaigns rnade by the unions are ofien made very informative. They
emplusise that there is a privilege to be used, a claim to be made. It telk you hoi
to approach your employer and wlwt help you can get fiom the unbn. In some
workphces the union has ananged special sndy classes for men as pareng". (ibid.;
s).
There is, however, no research on the effectiveness of these complementary measures
intended to promote more use of leave by men.
Third, as in Denmark, leave is only one way in which men may organise their paid work
to spend time with their children:
'Most Swedish men do not take the amount of parental leave they are entitled
to...There are several reasons for this...(including the jig-saw puzzle of working
houn. Employees who are work shifis, evenings or nights have more time of in the
day+ime tlwn employees with so-called ordinary working hours...If a man ltas such
employment, but not his wife/colubitant, it nta! not be that important for his fanitytlat he is the one who takes parental leave". (Bengtson and Nasman, 1992; 37).
Moreover, by using the flexibility in the leave system, and integrating it with days off in the
normal course of working, men and women can spend more time with their children than the
simple leave statistics suggest (for examples, see Appendix 2).
As well as Parental and Paternity Leave provision, Sweden has a generots system of leave
in case of illness among children or their normal carers, amounting to 120 days per child per
annum. There is however a big difference between the maximum amount of leave available
to paren8 and the amount of leave actually taken by parents. In 1990, leave was claimed for
56Vo of eligible children, for an average of 8 days per child (up fiom 43Vo and 6 days at the
beginning of the 1980s); the amount of leave taken per child falls as children get older (for
example, in 1985 avemge leave of 9 days per year was taken for children under 5, falling
to just under 4 days for children aged 11 years). Fathers constituted 4lVo of parenrc receiving
benefit for this tlAe of leave, and accounted for just over a thirrd of the days of leave for
which benefit was paid. The trvo day contact leave (to visit nurseries or schools) was r.rsed
f.or 29Vo of children aged 4-12 in 1990; in 1987, men accounted f.or 34Vo of parents taking
this type of leave (the above statistics are frorn the Swedish National Social Insurance Board,
and were provided for a seminar 'Flom Motherhood to Parenthood' held at the Swedish
Pavilion at Expo 92 in Seville, September 17 19921.
Finally, there is no information on how many parents use their right to work reduced hours
until their child is 8 (possibly because there is no benefit attached). Experienced researchers
however conclude that "t.t ts most| the motherc who shorten thetr houts to take care of their
children" (Benguon and Nasman,1992;37). firis is consistent with employment rates which
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show that in 1990 working hours lbr parents with pre-school children averaged 42.2 for
fathers and,29-7 for mothers.
In summary, it can be seen that Parental Leave (and other forms of leave) ar€. in general,
widely used when they are paid; that fathers make extensive tse of paid Paternity l-eave, btrt
rarely take Parental l-eave, with the signifrcant excepion of Sweden; ild that Parcntal Leave
is used more by fathers in the public sector, in certain types of job, with higher levels of
education and whose pafirers have higher incomes and levels of education. Therc are wide
variations in the extent and quality of statisticr and research conccrning the use of leave
arrangemenb.
Costs of leave arrangements
't\e dmJt Directiveproposed that Parental Leave payments should come frcm public funds
and payments for Leave for Family Reasons should be paid by individual employers. In fact,
payment for all statutory leave in the countries rcviewed in this rcport comes from public
fundsE, with the exception of Maternity Leave in Germany, where employers have to make
up the difference between the state benefit and the employee's average earninp. Data on
costs to public funds of Parental Leave exist for some countries where paymenB are made
for leave arrangements, for example:
* Beldum (1992): BF 6.15 billion
France (1990): FF 6 billion [188,000 families receiving APEJ.
* Germany (1993): DM 8.1 billion.
* Denmark (1991): DKK 4.1 billion [118,304 parents] - NB.includes Maternity,
Paternity and Parental [-eave.
* Sweden (1991): SEK 14.3 billion [51 million days, at average payment of SEK
283 per dayl. In addition, SEK 3,3 billion for Paternity leave,
Leave to care for sick children and contact days.
While these figures indicate that substantial sums arc allocated from public funds. to pay
berrefits to parents taking leave, especially in Sweden, they do not provide ury general
conclusions about direct costs. These costs will vary depending on: the number of differcnt
types of leave prolided; the length of each type of leave; the level of payment; whether
payment is made to all parents or only some; the number of parents eligible for leave; urd
the proportion of eligible parents taking leave. The variability of cost depending on these
different factors, and how they interact (for example, the rate of payment may affect the
proportion of parents taking leave) is partly illlrstrated in a recent costing exercise undertaken
in the United Kingdom. For example, the cost of 3 months Parental l-eave per parent was
found to vary:
8'Public funds' refers to money originating either from general taxation or from
contributions that all employers are required to pay into a fund to finance benefit paymenB
(eg. in ltaly, payments to workers in the private sector on Maternity andParental Leave are
paid by employers who are then refunded from a national fund (INPS) financed by
contributions from all private sector ernployers)
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"(Qnfull pay), the cost will be t624 million alear on the assumption of a tow take-
up rate and t819 million a lear with a high take-up rate. If the piyment is only a low
flat rate, takc'up rates will be lower and the cost with a low toke-up is estimated at
f,136 nillion a lear and f176 million with a high take-up" (Holterman and Clarke,
1992: viii).
Costs to employers may arise when workers take leave or receive payments while on leave
which result from collective or company agreements. Other costs may arise from replacing
the work of an employee taking leave. An important issue here is how employen *trr"Ut
cope when workers take leave. There are a number of possibilities,-including: thl
employment of a substirute worker (from a temporary agency, from a pool kept by the
employer to cover absences, hiring a new member of staff on a short-term or longer-term
contract etc); sharing the work around among colleagues; or leaving the work undone(possibly to be done when the person on leave returns).
ln Denmark, the most common solution (65Vol for mothers taking Maternity and parental
I-eave is to employ a substitute; otherwise the work is shared between colleagues (32Vo). For
fathers taking Parental Leave, sharing the work among colleagues is much more cornmon(SaVol than employing a substitute (Z7To). However when parents take time off to care for
sick children, then the use of a substitute is uncommot (l0Zo\, and it is much morc cornmon
to share the work among colleagues (4lVol or leave it until the parent comes baek (29Vo).
In Sweden, "the mostfrequent wals to fill the gap in penonnet (due to parental Leave) are
by a substttute recruited from inside or ou&ide the workplace and by re-ananging the work
among the colleagues o/ the parent on leave" (Nasman and FalkenUerg, ti8{ 16). The
actual method chosen depends on the type of work and the position of the employee on leave:
"In a hospital it may be easy to replace a low skilled workcr with a temporory workcr
white high turnover among production line workrc maks it possibte to absorb /osses
due to leave. For more skilled or senior workerc this nuy be lwrder, so their work
is either shored around or another worker 'acts up "' (Rapoport and Moss, 1990; 28).
Other factors affecting solutions adopted at the workplace. Large companies may be morc
able to replace worken on leave from their own r€sources or to estabtish systematic
iur:rngements. The longer a1d more predictable the leave (for example, women taking
Maternity and Parental [-eave), the more tikely a substitute employee will be used.
What is striking about Sweden, which has a long established and exleruive system of
Parental Leave, is how linle difficulty it seems to carae most employen:
"Statutory Parental Leave in Sweden does not seem to present any major problems
to employerc...experience has shown that Parental Leave is worlable and tlwt what
employen think is impossible is not impossible; initial worries went as it became
apparent there are no really big problems...in general, implementation isfacilitated
because Parental Leave is predictable and employen get advance notice of an
employee taking it. It only affects a small part of the workforce at aryl one tirne"(Rapoport and Moss, 1990;27-281.
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This last Point, about the relatively small numben affected, is emphasised by the German
member of the Childcare Netrvork:
"an average of only 1.|Vo of the labourforce is on Parcnnl Leave...Even iorrooo
with very high fenule employment like bank, retail and hsurance companies, the
average percentage of the employees on Parcntal Leave is low (1.9%),..parcnnt
Leave accounB for about a third of nrnover in the fenale hbourforce'.
A study in Germany in 1989 forrnd that 90Vo of companies had experienced no major
problems with Parental Leave, and companies did not note any significant cosB (Institut fur
Ent'wicklunsplannng, 1991). However in another study, 75Vo of companies r.i6 thT the
extension of Parental l-eave to 3 yean would bring problems, especially for small ard
medium sized companies (Capital Dolumentation, 1991). Only time will tell whether these
fears are well-founded or whether they represent a tendency to anticipate problems that do
no1 rslsrialise in practice.
ln general, therefore, there seqms little evidence to suggest that Parenal Leave (or other
predictable types of leaves such as Maternity and Paternity Leave) cause major problems or
costs to employers. There may however be very specific exceptions, collcerning partiorlar
employees or some smaller companies, as Swedish experience illustrates:
"ln a big comp(n) there is always someone to do the job. In a snall compan!,
however, replacemen* are lnrd b rtrd...the absence of one single employee mtght
change the company's rhythm af work total$'. (Sundberg, 1993a'71.
"Most employen' attitudes were that it was right tlut parerE sltould be able to
combine work andfamily. At the same time they said the (Parennl l*ave) law caused
problems at least for employees who were very dfficuh to replace because of their
position in the compan!, the type of work and their lnowledge" (Bengtson and
Nasman, t992;75'1.
In Sweden, leave entitlements to c:ue fog sick children, and also gving parents the right to
work reduced houn, cause employers more problems, and are more likely to produoe
indirect costs:
"According to a studr...employerc were more positive towards longerperiotls of leav,e
than shorter periods...(for emmple caring for a sick child), a type of teeve which was
Iooked upon B a big problemfor the companies, and shofteni;ing working houn. The
employerc' negative attitudes towards these shorter rypes of leave are due to their
belief that these leaves cauSe disntption inproduction,'toss of tabourwhich is dfficuh
to replace and increased administrative work" (Bengtson and Nasman , 1992;75-76).
It should however be noted that, where leave entitlements do not orist, parents will usually
find other ways to care for a sick child, for example by claiming p"oon"t siclcness, which
may be equally disruptive. Assessing the costs of leave arrangemenb must always take
account not only of the benefits, but also of the cpsts of not providing arrangements.
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Costs to parents who take Parental Leave ocqrr when they are not compensated fully for
lost earnings; this frequently occurs, and mainly affects women. Other *G o"g, if parens
suffer subsequent disadvantages as a result of 
-taking 
leave, for example adverse effects onfuture employment and earnings or on their workload within the household. It has been
argued that long perids of Parental Leave, taken predominantly by women workers, will
reinforce existing ineqrraliligs in the labour market and the home. Speaking of the parental
l-eave in her own country, a German academic has argued nai currit arnngemen6
consolidate "the eristing division of work within the fanity and the dfficult employment
situation for women". Similar arguments have been made by a Norwfran and Swedish
researcher:
"When applied to the gender-sttttctured working world, parens use the tegal righsin a wa! tlwt preserttes the unequal slning of economic and -praclical
parenting..-wonen confined to typical women's jobs devetop a wo* attaclunent tlwt
weakerc their economic parenting and strengthens their prictical parenting. In these
families, the traditiotul division of parenting is corsolidated (by leave entitlemeng)(Kaul, l99L;1241.
"If it were n.ot for the legistation perhaps fewer women would be able to work aJter
having chiaren. But those who now, possibly tlank to the tegislation (in swedLn),
can keep their iobs are put in a worce situation at their plai* of work tlan they
would Inve been tf they had not used the reforms...Womin's use-of their right io
Parental Leave contribute to an tncrease in gender specific wo* conditions. Itut is,
the law at the same time as tt ts meant to improve the sitttation of women, infact also
strengtherrs rather then diminishes the gender structure in the hbour market...
'Remedies' such as the Swedish legislation on Parental Leave might very well improve
the situation of women relative to the situation they trydpreviottsty...At the same time,
however' we must be aware ttwt in thii process ihe sittntion of women will
deteriorate in relation to men: ie. suborditwtion and gender differences in the hbour
market will increase" (Widerberg, l99l; 38,43).
Parents may also experience cosB in the form of increased work pressure if they gse
entitlements to work reduced hours. Swedish studies have reported thaimany parents in this
situation cope with the same amount of work as before they reduced their hours, having tofit 8 hours work into a 6 hour day (Bengtson and Nasman, 19921: an earlier study found that
women wanting to work reduced hours in a local authority "cannot go back to iheir old job
and then they are expected to do a fult time job on part time (houn, the result of whicl) istlut the women work under,sfre,s,s" (Widerberg, 1991.; 35). Similar problems can'arise with
leave to care for sick children; parents may feel under pressure, from management and
workmates, not to take this leave because of inadequate arrangements for covering their
absence, resulting in colleagues having to do extra work. widerberg (1991) has arguid that
these problems result from a failure of the legislation to require urnfloyuo to organise work
to supPort the use of entitlements such as reduced houn and leave to care for sick children.
On the other hand, Swedish studies of individual workplaces find a relatively smallproPortion of mothers and fathers who report that taking leave or reducing'hours has
adversely affected their opportunities for development and training or .*itr-gs' growth.
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Moreover, as Widerberg mentioru, costs may arise for parents if there are no leave
anangements due to fewer wornen continuing in employment after having children.
The situation therefore is unclear. At present, we can draw no clear conclusions about the
full costs to parents of taking leave or entitlements to work reduced hours. There is
insufficient research to assess the long term coruequences of taking leave orthe oo$rcquenoes
of different ways of sructtring leave (for example, taking account of length, pappnt and
ftexibility) and managing absences due to leave and working reduced hours.
Parental Leave has produced, in some cases, savings in other areas of public expenAitrlre.
In Bdgium, there appean to be a saving in public expenditure as a result of the '@reer
break' system, which was introduced specifically iN a means to reduce unemployment. This
occurs becanse the benefit paid to workers taking'career breaks'is-less than the
unemployment benefit which is saved when an unemployed worker replaces a worker taking
a 'career break'. The exact savings are not known, but a hypottretical calculation estimated
a possible net reduction in public expenditure of BF 7.85 billion n 1992.
ln countries (like Denmark and Sweden) with extensive publicly fuided childcare services,
and commitments to extend these to meet parcntal demand, the direct cost of paying parenB
on leave can result in savings due to reduced demand for services for Very young ctrlaren.
ln Denmark, for example, "estimates show tlut for each month (tlnt parenul) leave b
extended waiting-liss for childcare semices) are reduced by 2,600 places, provided tlat
75Vo of all mothery orfatherc extend their leave"(Jensen, 1993; ). In Sweden lml9$9,2ZVo
of children aged 3 months to 6 years were at home with parents on leave (this figrre would
include very young children for whom paxents werc taking leave, but also older siblings who
parents on leave may choose to care for at home or may be required to withdraw from
childcare services while on leave), compared to 48Vo attending publicly-firnded childcare
services. As the length of leave has extended in Sweden, so has the age at which children
enter childcarc services, until now it is unusual to fund children under 18 months in publicly
funded services (although some private arangemens may be made for rather younger
children while waiting for a publicly funded place).
These examples also ilhstrate how the consequenc€s of paid Parental Leave for public
expenditure depend on a variety of factors including: existing expenditure on childcare
senices; the extent to which workers on Parental l-eave are replaced by unemployed
workers; and the level of Parental Leave benefit relative !o ruremployment benefit
There may also be savings for employen. Taking leave to undertake family resporsibilities
may enhance the performance of many employees when they return to- wori<, not only
because they may feel more committed and less stnessed, but because caring for children
develops generally applicable skills and qualities. The idea that parenthood, and leave taking;
represent unmitigated social costs that must be borne, as best they can, by employers reflects
a niurow and devaluing perspective on these important social activities.
"In Sweden, mttn! companies are changing their attitudes towards parena wln W to
combine work and family.,.We believe there is an undentanding at Swedish
wor@laces for problems tlnt can arise when paren* @ to puzzle toSether work and
fanily. The employen' attitude in geneml on pormthood is that pareng can ad.d
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somethW important and positive to the compan!. Parents have feetings of
respottstbility and dut1t, they match the other categories of employees (to natccl i
good blend and their children become subjects for convercations and contacg a,nong
employees" (Bengtson and Nasman, 1992; 74-75)(Network's emphasis).
In summary, Parental l*ave (and otherpredictable t''pes of leave including Maternity Leave)
do not apPear to cause major problems or costs to employers, although there may be specific
exceptions to this general experience; they may also benefit employers. The cost to public
funds depends on features of partiorlar schemes, as well as the extent of savings in other
areas of public expenditure. There may be costs to parents, depending to some extent on the
structure of the leave arrangements and whether leave is taken disproportionately by women.
Leave to care for sick children and entitlements to work reduced houn may cause most
problems for employers and parents. There are no comprehensive and detailed studies
assessing costs and relating these to benefits arising from the impact of leave arrangements
on social and economic objectives.
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CONCLUSIONS
Developments since 1983
Since the Commission proposed a Directive on Parental l-eave and l-eave for Farrily Reasons
in 1983, there have been major developments ori statutory Parental l*ave within the
European Commwrity.
Parental l-eave schemes have been introduce.d into Denmark, Flancc, Porhrgal, Greece
(1984), Germany (1986) and the Netherlands (1991). Subsequentl/, there have been major
developments to the existing leave anangements in Germany and Denmarlc. Bdgium has
also introduced its system of career breaks (starting in 1985). By Autumn 1993, therefore,
most Member States (8) have statutory Parental l-€ave, whle a ninth Member State
(Belgium) had intnoduced a 'career break' system conditional on employer agreement. In
terms of lenglh, all 8 schemes meet the requirement (equivalent to 6 months per family)
included in the dmfi Directive
However, most cormtries do not meet the other main condition proposed in the draft
Directive - that Parental l,eave should be an individual and non-transferable right. my
Greece currently does so for the full period of leave, while Derrmark does so fqr most of
the leave entitlement perid. The Dutch scheme is individual and non-transferable, but leave
is only available on a part time basis (the dmtt Directive specifies full time leave with the
possibilify of a part time option, subject to employer agreement).
There have been fewer developments on statutory leave for family reasorur. There has been
significant new dr revised legislation in Germany, Greece and Portugal, b,ut this is confined
to leave to care for sick children, rather than a broader leave for family reasoilt. Paternity
L€ave, which was not covered by the Commission's proposal, has been intoduced in
Denmark (1984).
To date, least development of statutory leave arrangements has oaurred in lretand,
Luxembourg and the United Kingdom. These three countries only offer Maternity Leave.
The four non-EC countries considered in this review have all developed systems of paid
Parental Leave, lasting more than 6 months, although not on the basis of an individul non-
transferable right; Norway, however, has recently revised its system to intnoduce an element
of non-transferability. The three Nordic cotntries also provide both Parental Leave and
Leave to care for sick children. Taking account of the range of leave arrangements they
offer, and conditions such as length and levels of payment, Flnland, Nomay and Sweden
have more advanc.ed provision than in current Member States.
Because of inadequate data, no comprehensive account can be grven of developmenB in
collective and company agreements.
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The objectives of leave amangements
"The experience and analysis suggest tlwt despite various verbal formulatiors tlut
evokc afeeling of paftnerchip, the (Parental Leave legislation) is actutty corstntcted
in such a wa! tlat it will probably be used prinanQ by women. Moreover, one
cannot ignore tlat it afects wo*ing women comparativel! negatively. Even leaving
aside the economic preconditions and coraequences of such a law, ttu purponed
freedon of choice benryeen gainful employment and fa^ily responsibilities is an
illusion-..
One cannotfail to notice tlat the existing provisions primarily lead to a corcolidation
of both the eristing division of wo* within the family and the dfficuk employment
sittntion for women rather tlwn encouraging equitable slaing of fanily and work
resporsibilities...
In general, freedom of chotce realu e*ats only when a decision can be nude between
two equivalent optiors. Because fthe beneft payment) is not, in fact, a wage
replacement bat more a symbolic recognition offamily wo*, there is no equivalency
for rnany faniltes...The very high rate of claiming of the benefit among eligible
women shouW not lead to the rash conclusion tlut t rrs ls the bat possible provision
for women. It is far more ofien the case tlwt women arc forced to accept wlat the Act
oferc since they lave no alternative because of lack of adeqtnte child care factlities
in West Germany" (Schiersmann, l99l;771
This quotation, fiom a German researcher, refers to Parental Leave in Germany. It is
included not because Germany is unique in the issues referred to - it is not. Nor does it imply
that Parental l-eave anangements in Germany are ol no benefit to women or families.
However, it illustrates how objectives frequently ascribed to Parental Leave - more equal
sharing of family resporuibilities between men and women, greater choice - do not
automatically follow from the inrcduction of leave.
As outlined in the earlier section on the "Case for Leave A,rrangements", leave
arrangements may contribute to achieving many social and economic objectives. In practice,
though, leave arrangements only contribute towards an objective when:
* the o$ective is explicitly rerrcgnised as a purpose of leave;
* leave is structured in such a way as to contribute towards this objective;
* complementary measures (for example, the provision of accessible child care services
or other measures to promote rnore equal sharing of family responsibilities) are in
place;
* the effectiveness of leave is monitored, researched and regularly reviewed.
Without this compre{rensivc, detailed, critical and dynamic approach, leave
arrangements may be, in prac{ice, of limited or no bcnefit (or may even, in some qnes,
have adverse effects), and contribute little to any of the potential o$ectives.
However, much more work remains to be done if the effectiveness of leave arrangements is
to be maximised and if a realistic assessment is to be made of what they can, and cannot,
contribute to social and economic objectives. Routine monitoring of the availability and
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use of leave arrangements is essential, so that there is clear and regular information on the
extent and nature of leave ammgernents (including statutory rights, collective agreements,
company agrcements) and about how leave arangements are being useo and by whom. More
research is also needed on leave amang€ments, including: how they operate in practice(from both a family and workplace perspective); their consequenes (both beneficiat and
advene) for employers and Parens; and ways of improving their operation, minimisingcosts
for parents and employers and maximising benefits. Research of this kind would benefit
greatly from including a strong crcss-national element and from regular exchange of results;
similarly, some degree of comparability in monitoring would enable cross-national
comparisons to be made.
Mothers and Fathers taking leave
Maternity lrave is almost universally used. Parental l*ave, at least where it is paid, is
widely used by mothen. Evidence suggesb that women who might be expected to have a
higher level of commitment to the labour market (those with higher,levels of education and
earnings, and in higher status jobs) are more likely to take shorter perids of leave where the
full period available is long (ie. 2-3 years) and to share leave with their parurers.
If an important objective of Parental l*ave and lrave for Family Reasoru is that they
promote more equal sharing of family responsibilitieS between men and women, it is
obviously necessary that fathers use their entitlements to these types of leave. This is also
important because if leave is taken only be women, then there is an increased likelihood that
leave arangemenb will have an adverse effect on women's employment and earnings,
obstnrcting rather than promoting the achievement of equality of oppornrnity in the labour
market. The present situation is, in general, not encouraging. Paid Parcrnity Leave is taken
by large numbers of fathers. But few men take Parenal Leave and most countries appear to
accePt this situation. The main exceptions are Denmark, where substantial research has been
undertaken on the subject of fathen and leave-taking and therc is a public reognition of the
importance of more men taking leave, as part of a wider @ncern with the need for more
equal sharing of family responsibilities; Norray, where reDent reforrrs in the Parentat Leave
system are intended explicitly to encouiage greater use by fathers; and Sweden, where
significant numbers of fathers now use Parental Leave and leave to care for sick children.
Experience in these countries clearly indicates that certain groups of fathers are more likely
to use leave arrangements, especially those employed in the prblic sector and who are well
educated. The labour market position of mothers also seems to be important; fatlrers ari:
more likely to take leave if their partners are well educated and have good incomes. The
factors contributing to this profile are probably multiple, including ideologies about
parenthood and employment, workplace attitudes, women's job satisfaction and labour market
attachment and bargaining position between parents in the family.
The experience of Sweden, as well as the research undertaken in Denmark, suggest a
number of factors that need to be carefully considered if leave arrangements ar€ to be rsed
by a significant number of men and make a real contribution to morc equal sharing of family
responsibilities:
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2.
Payment: Parents taking leave must be compensated for all or nearly all of their lost
earnings; otherwise, no parent can afford to take leave or, if one income can be
foregone, there will be a strong economic case for making this the lower income
which, given current income inequalities between men and women, will usually be
the mother. Payment to parents on statutory leave should come from public funds (as
is currently the case in all countries covered by this report), to ensure individual
employers do not cafiy a disproportionate cost, that individual worken are not put
at risk of discrimination and berause society at large has an interest in the objectives
to which leave arrangements may contribute.
L*ngth: The longer the Parental l.eave period, the more likely men are to take it (up
to a certain point at least). Few men willtake leave while a child is under 6 months.
For this, and other reasons, there is a strong case for arguing that Parental l-eave
should be available until a child is at least 12 months old. Swedish experience also
suggests that the length of leave taken is important if Parental Leave is to contribute
to increased participation by men in the care of children (and the care of the home)
on a longer term basis- Short periods at home may be worthwhile for other reasons,
but they do not enable men to develop confidence and competence; to this end, it is
imponant that men are encouraged and supported to take a more substantial period,
at least 3 months.
Concurrent leave taking: At present, it is usual for Parental l,eave arrangements to
permit only one parcnt at a time to take leave. However, this may be too restrictive,
particularly in the early months after birth when both parena may want to spend some
time together with their new child; moreover, fathers who want to take an active role
in caring for their new baby may feel inhibited from taking Parental I-eave while the
baby is stilt being breast-fed if this means that the mother has to resume employment.
For these reasons, there is a case for enabling bth parcnts to take some portion of
leave concurrently, either through altering the conditions of Parental Leave or by
developing Paternity l.eave so that it can be taken at any time during a child's early
months.
Non-transferabilify: There is a strong case for at least part of the Parental Leave
being made an individual and non-transferable right. The draft Directive proposed that
the full leave period should be individual and non-tnmsferable, and this principle has
been adopted in Greece and the Netherlands. [n Denmark and Norrvay, changes in
the schemes have led to part of the leave being a family entitlement (to be divided
between parents as they choose) and part an individual and non-transferable
entitlement. The same principle can also be applied to l-eave for Family Reasons (and
several existing entitlements to leave to care for sick children are individual rights,
for example in Germany and Sweden).
Flexibility: It has been argued (Carlsen,'1993a, 1993b), partly on the basis of
Swedish experience, that men are more likely to take Parental I*.ave where
iurangements have a high degree of flexibility, for example the possibility to take
Ieave on a part-time basis ('flexibility' is discussed further below).
A broad strategr: Men may be more likely to take Leave in the context of a general
5.
6.
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policy to promote incrcased participation by men in the care of children, so that
leave-taking is part of a wider debate and a wider objective and is accompanied by
other measures to encourage ano support men's involvernent in caring for children
(for further discussion on this point, see EC Childcare Networt, 1994).
7. Employers, trades unions and the work environmene Social parhers and the
individual workplace may play an important role in prornoting the use of leave
:fiangements by fathers (and can also deter take-up by ignoring the issue or adoping
a negative anitude).
ln addition to these conditions, there has been some discussion in Denmark about the case
for applying positive action principles to.Parental Leave, for a limited perid, as a means to
increase take-up by fathers:
"(It was) recently suggested at a Danish Conference that during a trawttion period,
men shouW be given higher fnancial compensation...Not surprisingly reactions were
mixed. But if we really want to irrcrease men's care of children and incltde in this
their grcatir use of Parental leave, then I thi* we shouW corsider untraditional
measures. Positive discrimitution during a transitiotul phase would be a good tool
to this strd" (Qarlsen, 1993b).
Three final points should be made. First, to emphasise again the need for careful
monitoring and research as an essential part of a sfateggr to increase m€n's takeup of
leave arrangements. Regular monitoring can identify whether ertain groups of men are less
likely to use leave; research can iontribute to understanding these differences in use of leave
and may suggest ways of making leave arrangements more resporsive. There is an,important
role for specific intervention projects and their evaluation, to help identify effective strategies
for promoting increased leave-taking by fathers.
Second, therc may be many reasons why a father does not take leave. If he does not do
so, it does not mean that he is uncaring about his children. He may still be substantially
involved in caring for his children, frrdirg other ways of spending time with them. Leave
is one means of zupporting fathers and enabling them to spend more time with theirchildren;
it is not an infallible measure of paternd involvement. Because, for example, working-class
or ethnic minority fathers take leave less often does not msan that they are less oncerned
fathers.
Third, many of the conditions proposed above for increasing rnen's takeup of leave will
also benefit women. Indeed they can be justified as means to facilitate the use of leave by
parents: for example the need for a high level of compensation for lost earnings (without
this, many women will.not take leave, in partianlar lone mothers and other women who are
the sole earne$ for their farnilies); the importance of fledbitity in leave arangements (which
give both men and women incteased choice and can benefit family relationships and
functioning); and the supportive role of social parlnen and individual workplaces.
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Flexibility in leave arangements
In the section which deals with leave arlangements for employed parents (Article 4), the
Council of Ministen' Recommendation on Child Care proposes that there shouldb, "some
flexibility as to how leave maybe taken". There are two main dimensions to flexibility. The
first concerns recognising and responding to diversity in family and employment
circumstances; leave arrangements should be flexible enough to a@ommodate this divenity.
The druft Directive, for example, recognised the possible need for variations in Parental
l.eave and l-eave for Family Reasons to meet the special or additional needs of single
parents, parents with a handicapped child and adoptive parents. At present, there are
examples of such variations in Maternity and Parental l-eave and l-eave for Family Reasons
in a number of the countries reviewed in this report, for example extending the length of
Maternity l,eave in the case of premature or multiple births; extending the length of Parental
lrave for multiple births, children with a serious disability and (where leave is an individual
non-transferable right) for lone parents; and extending the age limit for leave to care for sick
children where a child is seriously ill or has a handicap.
T\e dmJt Directive proposed that adoptive parents could take Parental [rave up to their
adopted child's fifth birthday, rather than within two years of birth for other children. fui
alternative approach would be to apply a common time period during which leave should be
taken, but defining this time as starting from the child's birth or placement in her adoptive
home.
Divenity of employment circumstances needs to be taken into account. In paniadar, it is
important to ensure that the substantid number of mothers and fathers who are self-employed
or family workerse are included in any leave system. For these groups, the issue of payment
may be particularly important if they are to be able to take some time away from work. In
many cases, substitute help may also be essential: 'replacement senri@s' need to be
available, especially in rural areas, to provide cover for mothers and fathers during
maternity, paternity or parental leave or to enable parents to take time off to care for sick
children. Such services alrready exist in some places. In Finland, for example:
"so tlat self-employed peaots, and especially farmen, can benefit infull/rom their
entitlement to maternity and parental leave, a substitute help system has been
developed. As of January I 1989, fetnale farmen were entitled to substitute help
financed by local government in connection with childbirthfor thirgt+hree week...In
the agricultural collective agreement negotiations con"ducted in 1990, it was agreed
to length the entitlement peiod for substitute help to fony-four week (the length of
full maternity and parental leave" (Mikkola, 1991; 198).
Diversity of employment should also be taken into account in seuing any eligibility conditions
for leave arrangements, to ensure that these conditions do not exclude a significant number
of workers, for example part-time workers, workers who are on short-term contracts and
workers who have recently moved job or re-entered employment.
e Within the EC, 15Vo of employed fathers and 20Vo of employed mothers with a child
under 10 are self-employed or family workers (EC Childcare Network, 1993).
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The other dimension of flexibility concerns how leave can be taft,sn, for example whether
Parental l-eave must be taken in one block or whether it can be raken in several shorter
blocks; whether Maternity, Paternity or Parental I*ave can only be taken fult time (or only
part time) or whether parenr can choose to take it full-time or part-time; and how much
choice Parents have about when they take these thee t)'pes of leave. On ttris dimension, the
dnfl Directive was not very flexible about Parental.I-eave. Parents had to take the full period
of leave in one block, and if they took only part of their entitlement, they lost the rest -
"where parental leave is taken in paft, entitlement to the remaining part stullgease". In most
circumstances, leave had to be taken within 2 years of childbirth. The possibility of taking
Ieave on a part time basis, with the lenglh of leave extended proportionately, was neoognised,
but made subject to the employer's agreement.
In the European Community, a nurnber of countries allow women some flexibility about
when they may take part of their Maternity Leave, with a period which can be used before
or after birth. However, flexibility of Parental l-eave is very timited. Leave must be taken
within, at most, three yean of a child's birth and in one block of time. Parents in Flance
and Germany may work part time while on leave, but they are not entitled to take leave
from their job on a part time basis; they must either find a new part time job or negotiate
part time houn with their employer.
By contrast, the leave arrangements in Sweden have developed, in a very flexible way, with
Parents having a wide range of choices which do not depend on their employer's agreement;
anecdotally, it appears that Swedish parents are becoming increasingly awarc of theflexibility
in their system and of how to use this flexibility to meet their partiorlar needs and
preferences. More research evidence, both from the parental and workplace perspective,
about the operation of this unique system would be invaluable. It slrould also be noted that
changes in Parental [cave in Noruay, to be inhoduced in July L994, will incrcase the
flexibility in the scheme, glving parents more choice about how and when to take leave,
adding to an existing choice between length of leave and tevel of payment
Flexibility is a central issue in leave arrangements, not only as a means to encourage more
uqe of leave by men (and women), but to ensure that leave arrangements meet the many and
varying needs of parens and children. Standardised systems which give parents minimat
choice, either because they provide no options or make the use of options dependent on
employer agreement, can at best be regarded as a first step in devetoping adequate and
effective arrangements. To be fully effective, leave unmgements need to be flexible enough
to reflect differences in the circumstances and preferences of children, parents and families.
The examples above suggest some of the ways in which this flexibility can be implemented.
However, as with leave arrangements in general, regular monitoring and research are
essential to establish more clearly what is needed, how best to operate a R"riUt" system to
minimise cpsts and problems to parents and employers and to identify where the timits of
flexibilitv need to be drawn.
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Statutory entiflements, collective agreements and the workplace
The Council of Minisrert' Recommendation on Child Care makes it clear that government
and social partners have responsibilities for the development of leave arrangements (cf.Article
4). However, lhis broad principle of partrrenhip needs elaboration if it is to become the basis
of a working relationship that benefits parents and children, as well as employers and the
wider society.
[*ave iurangements are of such basic importance to the reconciliation of employment and
family responsibilities, and a wide range of more specific social and economic objectives,
that a basic entitlement needs to be guaranteed to all workers by law. This basic
entitlement, in the view of the EC Childcare Network, should be at least:
Maternity l,eave lasting 16 weeks after birth;
* Paternity L,eave lasting 2 weeks;
* Parental l-eave of 72 months per family, pan of which at least should be a non-
transferable individual entitlement;
* kave for Family Reasons of 10 days per child per year (although this might have
to be efiended depending on the definition and scope of l-eave for Family Reasons,
for example if it covered time to visit a child's nursery or school).
The basic entitlement should be paid (from public funds) at a high proportion (at least 807o
of normal earnings), and be flexible, taking account of family and employment circumstances
and parental preferences for how they want to take leave.
These represent basic and universal entitlements, and there is no reason why these statutory
rights should not be extended. However, they leave plenty of scope for additional
entitlements from collective or individual employer agroements. These might, for
example, provide extended perids of leave, leave for additional re:tsons or payments in
addition to the basic state entitlement. Employers and trades unions can, however, make
other important contributions to the operation of leave arrangements, in partiorlar in three
ways:
* They can encourage and support the take-up of leave entitlements by men and
women. For example, as already noted, some Swedish Trade Unions have run
campaigns to encourage more members to take Parental I-eave; some Swedish
companies give incentives to employees who take leave (eg. an insurance company
has had a programme to encourage men to take leave, offering every man (and
woman) who take at least 6 weeks leave a sdary bonus - a report in the scheme
shows that more men have been encouraged and the cost to the company has been
small); employers can show that they recognise and value skills and experience
acquired through caring for children, taking this into a@ount, for example, when
considering employees for promotion; work can be undertaken with managers and
supervisors to help them to cope with, and respond positively to, leave taking (for
other workplace measures, discussed in the broader context of fostering gender equity
and reconciliation of employment with family life, see Rapoport and Moss, 1990; 54-
63).
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* Parents who take leave can be assisted to maintain @ntact with the workplaoe while
on leave and with re-entry at the end of their leave period.
* Itr particular when parents uke leave on a part time basis or for family reasons, the
success of leave-taking will depend to a considerable degree on how far employers'
adapt the work to the parents' leave or reduced hours. In these cases, a right to leave
needs to be matched by ensuring that work is organised appmpriately.
Finally, it has to be recognised that in certain circtrmstances, especially in some small
companies, parents taking prolonged leave (in particular, Parental l-eave) may create genuine
difficulties. Rather than use this as an excuse for excluding employees in small companies
from the right to leave, these companies should
"receive extra support in order to hetp th,en keep up the work when emptoyex stay
at home...This can be done in various ways. the employees rray have to give rctice
months in a.dvance, tar reductions couW be ofered to employ extra lrclp etc. The
important th@ is not to neglect thefact tlnt snall employen rcally do lave prcblems
to cope when their employees.exercise their rights. Supporting these employen will
be the same as supporting their employees" (Sundberg,l993a;7).
Once again, there needs to be .monitoring and research, to provide a basis for the
development of a good partrership between government and social parhcrs on leave
ilrangements, and to ensure employers receive support in implementing these measures.
Good research will help to identify the extent and nature of problems actrally experienced
by employers (as opposed to problems anticipated) and good solutions to these problems.
Regular monitoring will also help to assess not only usage of statutory entitlements, but
access to and use of entitlements under collective and individual employer agreements.
Feasibitity and affordability
Can European countries afford to develop a comprehensive, flexible and paid sy$tem of leave
arrangements for workers with children? Or does this place too great a burden on employers,
adversely affecting competitiveness, and too great a strain on public expenditure? The
evidence to date suggests that tlpes of leave that are predictable and enable long term
personnel plaming do not create major problems or impose large costs for employers, not
least because they acrount for small proportions of the worldore. Unpredictable leave,
partiorlarly because of child illness, is more diffisult and disruptive; but even where leave
for family reasoru does not exist, children still get ill and otherfamily emergencies occur and
parents will take time off work becatse of them.
ln the context of increasingly flexible working arrangements, the management of workers
taking leave is not a major or insuperable problem. Where there are particular problems, for
example in some small companies, rather than reject leave arrangements as impractical, a
morc constnrctive resporrse is to look for solutions and provide extra zupport.
Introduction of a comprehensive, flexible and paid system of leave arrangements does
not have to be an immediate step. It can be phased in over time. For example, the system
u
in Sweden has been developed over a period of 20 years to reach its current advanccd level,
while there have also been major developments over a period of years in countries such as
l)cnmark, Germany and Norway. Payment to parents taking lcave, which always comes
f rom public funds in lhc case of statutory leave, represents a partial recompense for their
large and growing tax and social insurance paymen8.
Finally, in considering the question of feasibility, it is necessary to remember the case for
leave arrangements. l-eave is part of a network of policies needed to help parents reconcile
employment and caring for children, and to do so in such a way as to promote gender
equalify in the labour market. In countries where most parents are employed, reconciliation
is essential to the social and economic health of society, bringrng benefits to children,
parents, families, employers and society.
Directions for the fufure
At present, statutory leave arrangements are mostly tied specifically to the birth and c3re of
young children. tnoking to the future, an alternative approach might be considered. This
approach to leave :urangements would be broader in its concerns and more flexible in its
application. It would integrate leave arrangements for the care of young children into a
strates/ concerned with the working hours of men and women over their whole adult
lives - a '[ife c'ourse perspective'.
ln broad terms, we can identify two reasonS for leave. The first is to respond to specific
and pressing personal or family demands. This category covers Maternity l-€ave, Paternity
l*ave and l-eave for Family Reasons, as well as more established types of leave, for
example for personal illness, mititary service etc. I*ave taken for these reasons is likely to
be relatively short-term (typicaUy, Maternity l-eave would be the longest period). I-eave for
Family Reasons might be extended to cover not only the care of a sick child (or other
specific child related events), but also the care of a sick or disabled adult (spouse or close
relative) or other pressing demands arising from responsibilities for adult family members
(although before making specific proposals about this or other types of leave provision for
carers with responsibilities for chronically sick or disabled relatives, systematic study of the
issue is required to ensure that these proposals are appropriate).
The second reason for taking leave is to enable a parent to spend more time with his or
her child, and would cover Parental l.eave as it has developed recently. However, this t]"e
of leave could be integrated into a more general right to take periods of prolonged leave over
the course of a working life time: a 'career break' or 'dme account' system. Entitlement
to leave might be limited to certain defined circumstances (to care for a child, to care for an
adult relative, to undertake further training) - or it could be available for any reason (as in
the 'career break' system in Belgium and the revised leave scheme recently introduced in
Denmark). All or part of the entitlement could be available on a flexible basis, allowing
considerable choice in how leave might be taken, including optioru to work reduced hours
(as currently happens in Sweden, and is soon to be introduced in Norrvay).
A 'career break' or 'time aceount' system could apply similar conditions, whatever the
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reason for taking a career break. Alternatively, a two-tier system could develop. This might
give additional benefits to workers taking leave for a partiotlar reason: for example, workin
taking a break to care for a child or an adult relative might receive preferential financial
compensation, the right to take the break on a part-time basis and so otr (cf. the Bdgian
'career break' scheme which gives a higher payment to workers taking leave to care for-two
or more children). As 'career breaks' would be an individual right, they would be coruistent
with the recommendations made above about an element of leave being non-transferable.
There would be several advantages to such an approach. In partiorlar, it provides a means
of placing leave arrangements for workers with children into a wider discussion about the
needs of workers with caring responsibilities (whether or not they arise from children), the
re-organisation and reduction of working time, the re-allocation of paid and unpaid work and
the redistribution of income over the life course. A 'car@r break or 'time account' system
can encompass the fact that men and women commonly have caring and otlrer family
responsibilities throughout their adult lives. It offers a way of reducing working time on a
flexible basis, which recognises that circumstan@s, needs and preferenes vary within the
worKorce as well as varying over the working life of the individual. It offen the possibility
of reducing unemployment, through reducing the heavy workload carried at present by
workers with children (and other caring responsibilities).
A 'career break' or 'time account' system, with its life-cpurse approach,, might contribute
to reversing a trend of increased concentration of paid work into a deczeasing proportion of
the life course. A growing proportion of the labour force in the Community is ageO ZS4g(SlVo n 1960, 62Vo in 1991 and rising)(European Commission ,1992;10). This is panly due
to increased employment among women in this age group (mainly due to more employment
among mothers) but also because of the high level of employment among men in this age
group and diminishing employment among younger and older men and women (in 1991, the
employment rate in the EC for men aged2549 was 90To compared to 68Vo for the 20-?4 age
group and' 64Vo for the 50-U age group). This age group of 2549 ooincides with the pedod
when most men and women face the caring responsibilities of bringing up children.
The most intensive demands from paid and rurpaid work therefore increasingly coincide in
the lives of men and women. There is an urgent need to find ways of redistributing the
workload, both paid and unpaid, not only between men and women, and between employed
and unemployed, but over the individual's life so that he or she has greater opportunities to
increase or decrease involvement in paid work as the demands Jf unpaii-caring work
fluctuate. I-eave arrangements may be one of the ways to achieve this objective.
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APPENDIX 1
STATUTORY LEAVE ARRANGEMENTS
IN MEMBER STATRS OF THE EI.JROPEAN COMMIJNITY
AND AUSTRIA, FINLAND, NORWAY, SWEDEN
Abbreviations used for countries
\
A - Austria; B - Belgium; D - Germany; DK - Denmark; EL - Greece;
ES - Spain; IR - Ireland; IT - Italy; L - Luxembourg; N - Netherlands;
NO - Norway; P - Poftugal; SU - Finland; SV - Sweden; UK - United
Kingdom
MATERNITY LEAVE
B 15 weeks. One week must be taken before the bir-th and 8 weeks afur the
birttr; the remaining 6 weeks can be taken either before or after birttr or
divided betbre and after the birth. Paid at 82Vo of earnings for the first
month, and 75Vo of earnings (up to a maximum level) for the remaining
period. If the baby has to remain in hospital for more than 8 weeks, the
mother may take her remaining perid of post-natal leave after the child is
discharged home.
A 1991 law enables fathers to take the post-natal period of leave if the mother
is dead or seriously ill. This law, however, has not yet been implemented.
D
K
18 weeks. Four weels before birth; 14 weeks after birth. Paid at flat-rate
benefit equivalent to unemployment benefit [OXf 2,638 per week, equivalent
to approximately 65Vo of the average earnings of an industrial workerl.
D 14 weeks ( +extra for multiple/premature binhs). Six weeks before birth; 8
weeks after the birttr plus an extra 4 weeks for multiple or premature births.
Paid at l00Vo of earnings.
E
L
14 weeks. At least 7 weeks must be taken after the birth, 3 weeks must be
taken before the birth, while the remaining 4 weels can be taken before or
after the birth or divided before and after birth. Payment made at 100Vo of
earnings.
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E
s
16 weeks + 2 weela extra for multiple births. At least 6 weeks must be taken
after the birth, while the remaining 10 week" can be taken before or after the
birth or divided between before and after birth. Payment at 75Vo of earnings.
During the first 9 months after birth, employed mothers or fathers have the
right to one hour of absence from work per day, without loss of earnings; this
period can be divided into two half-hours or may be replaced by a half-hour
shortening of the normal working day.
F L6-26 weeks (+exra for multiple births). A minimum of 4 weeks must be
taken before the birth, with a further 2 weela [er 4 weeks for a third or later
order childl which can be taken before or after birth. There is a further 10
weeks after birth [a[ 18 weela for third or later order c]rildl. In addition, in
the case of a first child, a woman is entitled to two ex,tra weelcs of post-natal
leave if she has twins, and 72 weeks extra for triplets; in the case of a second
child, a woman is entitled to 12 extra weeks of post-natal leave for a multiple
birth; with two extra weeks for multiple births to women who abeady have
two or more children. Paid at MVo of earnings (but not to(ed).
During the first year after binh, employed women who are breast-feeding are
allowed two breala'per day from their employment, each of 30 minutes.
I
R
14 weels. At least 4 weelcs must be taken after the birth, with the remaining
10 weeks to be taken beforc or after birth or divided between before.and after
the birth; a further 4 weer.la leave can be taken if the mother requests.
Payment made at 70Vo of earnings (but not taxed) for the basic 14 wseks, bnrt
no payment for the optional4 weeks.
I
T
5 months. Two months before the birth; 3 months after the birth. Paid at SAVo
of earnings.
During the fint year afler birth, mothers in full-time employment have the
right to two daily periods of rest, each of one hour, and without loss of
earnings; these periods can be taken together, in which case mothers can
effectively shorten their worfting day by two honrs; mothers normally
working less than 6 hours a day, are entitled to a rest period of one hour a
day-
Maternity lrave and rest periods can be taken by the father in the case of the
mother's death or severe disability.
L 16 weels (+extra for multiple births). Eight weeks before the birth; 8 weeks
after birth pls an extra 4 weeks for multiple births. Paid at 100Vo of
earnings.
N 16 weeks. A maximum of 6 weeks can be taken before the birth and, a
minimum perid of 4 weela must be taken at this time, leaving between 10
and t2 weeks to be taken after the birth. Payment at l00Vo of earnings, up to
a maximum level.
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P 90 days. sixry days must be taken after the birth, while the remaining 30 days
can bc taken before or after birth or divided between before and after the
birth. Payment at l00Vo of earnings.
Fathers are entitled, in their own right, to leave and the accompanying
maternity benefit payment in the case of the mother's death or disability; or
in the case of the mother attending a training course that might be affected by
a long period of absence.
During the fint year after binh, employed women who are breast-feed.ing are
allowed two breaks a day frorn employment, up to a maximum of t hour for
each break.
U
K
40 weeks. Eleven weeks before the birth, 29 weela after the birth. payment
at 90vo of earnings for 6 weeks, and a flat-rate payment for a further L2
weeks; the remainder of the perid is unpaid. Conditional on 2 years fulItime
employment or 5 years part time employment with the same employer [The
uK scheme is not in fact leave, but a right to stop work and a right to be
reinstated; this has implications for certain employer benefits such as
pensionsl.
However, new legislation to be intnoduced in october \994, to conform to the
Pregnancy Directive, will involve a two-tier system. All pregnant employees
will be entitled to 14 weeks of leave and (with some exceptions) a flat-rate
payment. In addition, many women will be entitled to the existing period of
leave and payment.
A 16 weeks (+extra for multiple births/premature birttts). Eight weeks before
the birth; 8 weeks after birth plg$ an extra 4 weeks for multiple or premature
bidhs. Paid at l00Vo of earnings.
Employed women who are breast-feeding are allowed one 45 minute breaks a
day if working between 4 and 8 houn a day, or two breaks if working morc
than 8 hours a day, without loss of earnings.
N
o
There is no separate Maternity l*ave, only parental I-eave (see below).
However, mothen must take 3 weela of Parental Leave before birth, and 6
weeks after birth; if they choose, they can take up to 12 weeks of parental
l.eave before birt]r. Payable at 80vo or lQIVo of earnings; see parental Leave
for more details
S
U
17.5 weeks. At least 5 weeks must be taken before the birth and 9.5 weeks
after, while the remaining 3 weeks can be taken before or after the birth.q9".4y paid at an amount equivalent to 66Vo of earnings
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s
v
60 days leave before birth for women who cannot continue with their ordinary
job and cannot be transfr,rred to alternative duties; 50 days are covered iry a
maternity allowance, while payment for the other 10 days must come from
Parental l-eave allowance. Alternatively, women can take up to 60 days of
Parental [rave before birth. Paid at90o/o of earnings. All women, including
those not eligible for Parental l-eave, are entitled !o 6 weeks leave before and
6 weeks after birth.
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PATERNITY LEAVE
B 3 days. Paid at l00%o of earnings.
D
K
10 days. Paid as for Maternity Leave
D None.
E
L
None
E
S
2 days. Paid at 100Vo of earnings.
The mother may choose to transfer part of the end of her maternity leave, up
to a mariimum of 4 weeks, to the father.
F 3 days, to be taken during the 15 days before or after the birttr.
I
R
None
I
T
None
L None
N None
P None
U
K
None
A None
N
o
2 weeks. Unpaid.
s
U
I week. Paid as for Maternity Leave.
S
v
2 weeks (10 working days). Paid at 80Vo of earnings.
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PARENTAL LEAVE
No statutory leave. But workers can take 6-12 months fufl-time 'career break'
from employment (or, in the case of the birth of a child, a 12 week perid
after the end of Maternity I-eave). fire 'career break' is not u .ight; it depends
on the employer's agreement and the employer must be prepared to accept a
previously unemployed worker as a replacement. Instead of a full-time 'career
.break', workers employed at least 314 frme can request to work half-time, for a
period ranglng from 6 months to 5 years. Although a 'career break' or half-
time work can be requested for any reason, it seems likely that it is mostly
taken to enable mothers to care for children. Worken using this measure
receive a flat-rate payment IBF 10,928 a month, for a full-time 'career br-eak',
BF 5,464 a month if reducing to half-time workingl, but a higher payment is
made if leave is taken within 6 yean of birth or adoption of a secona child [BF
13,009 for a full+ime 'career break', BF 6,505 if reducing to half-time
workingl or a third or higher order child [BF 15,090 and BF 7,545
respectivelyl.
10 weels per family, paid as for Maternity l*ave.
In acidition, each parent is entitled to 6 months leave, with a second 6 month
period which is dependent on the employer's ngrro€ftent. This individual
entitlement to leave cannot be transferrc.d between parents. Paid at flat-rate
benefit equivalent to 80Vo of unemployment benefit [nff 2,110 per week],
but this may be supplemented by local authorities if they wish to do so.
This new leave, intnoduced in January 1994, is also available for workers for
training purposes and for any other reason (ie.as a Sabbatical break frrom
work), with payment at the level of unemployment benefit (for training) and
80Vo of unemployment benefit (for a Sdbbatical break). In both cases,
however, workers taking leave are not guaranteed their jobs, unlike workers
leave to care for children.
until a child reaches 36 months; per family (including 36 months after tlre
adoption of a child, if the child is under 8 years wherr adopted). Payment of
DM 600 a month for the first 6 months, followed by income-relateil benefit
until child is Z months. The parent taking leave may work for up to 19 hours
a.week for any employer (unless the employer from whorn tlre parent is on
leave has a valid reason for objecting to the parent working for another
employer, for example the parent's ac@ss to cpnfidential and valuable
commercial information). I-eave can be taken by the mother or the father, or
the parents may share the leave between them, in which case leave can be
transferrei between parcnts up to three times (for example, the mother takes
the first year of leave, the father the second year and the mother the third
year).
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E
L
Each parent is entitled to 3 months unpaid full time leave. This individual
ehritlernent to leave czurror be transferred between parents (lone parents ale
entitled to 6 months leave). Employen may refuse leave if it has been claimed
by more than 8Vo of the worKorce during the year.
E
S
12 months unpaid leave per family. A further perid of 2 years leave may be
taken, but the parent is not entitled to return to his/her former job unless it is
free; otherwise he/she must wait for a vacancy to occur.
Parents with a child under 6, or a disabled child, can reduce their working
hours by befween a third and half, but with no compensation for lost earnings;
this can be claimed by both parents at the same time.
F Until a child reaches 36 months, per family. Employers with fewer than 100
workers can refuse to give leave, if they believe that for a worker to take leave
would prejudice the production and ftnctioning of the company and after
obtaining the opinion of the worker-management committee (mmit6
d'enterprise). l.eave can be taken by the mother or the father, or the parents
may share the leave between them, one following the other. The parent taking
leave may work part-time (defined as between 16 houn arrd 807o of full time
hours). No payment unless a third or higher order child, when a flat-rate
payment is made (FF 2,871 a month, rather more than half the 'SMIC' or
guaranteed minimum wage); the benefit can be paid at half rate in the year
preceding the child's third birthday if the parent takes a half time job or a
course of paid vocational training.
I
R
None
I
T
6 months after Materniry leavq, to be taken before the child's first birthday.
In the first place, leave is for the mother, but the mother can transfer part or
all of the perid to the father. Paid at 30Vo of earnings.
In the case of parents who have a child with a serious disability, the period of
leave can be extended to the child's third birthday, paid at 30Vo of earnings, or
may be taken as two hours a day of paid leave.
L None
N Each parent is entitled to a period of 6 months when they can work reduced
hours (to a minimum of 20 hours a week); this entitlement can be taken at any
time until children reach the age of 4 years. The entitlement to work reduoed
hous cannot be transferred between parents and there is no payment to
compensate for lost earnings (except for a lone parent whose earnings fall
below the social assistance level as a result of reducing working hours, in
which case she or he will be compensated to bring earnings up to social
assistance level).
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Each family is entitled to unpaid leave of betrveen 6 and 2 months, to be
taken at the end of Maternity Leave.
workers with a child under 12 years or a handicapped child (with the
e:ception of managers) are entitled to work half their normal working hours;
there is no payment torwlpensate for lost earnings.
z months leave per family. Payment of a flat-rate benefit [ATS 169.60 a
dayl, with a higher rate for single parents or a parent with a parher on a low
income IATS 253.70]. I*ave may be taken part-time in the second year, in
which case part-time leave can also be taken for a third year (unless both
paren8 take part-time leave in the second year); this is subject to the
employer's agreement, but if consent is refused, the case may be settled in a
labour court.
52 weeks (260 working days) at 80vo of earnings or 42 weels (210 working
days) at 100vo of earnings. At least 9 weela must be taken by the motber ai
the tirne of birth, 3 weets before and 6 weeks after birth; the mother c:m use
up to 12 weeks b€fore birth. As a general rule, four weeks of the parental
l-eave perid must be taken by the father; if he does not do so, this leaveperid cannot be transferred to the mother and is lost (there are a f€w
exceptions, for example in the case of fathers who are ill, unemployed,
working abroad or off-shore or who are self-employed and would incur high
costs if they took leave). Apa.t from the perid thai the motlrer mgst take -and
the period that the father must take, the remaining period of leave can be
divided between the parents as they choose.
Pareng adopting a child under 15 are entitled to 46 weelcs of leave at 80Vo of
earnings or 37Vo at 700Vo of earnings.
Flom July 1994, parents may choose to take their Parental Leave on a flexible
basis. Upto 39 weeks (at 80Vo of earnings) or 29 weeks (at l00Vo of earnings)
!1 be taken flexibly as reduced working houn (s0%,60vo,75To, g\vo or
90vo of full time houn). where leave is taken in the form of redued hours,
the length of leave is extended correspondingly (for example, 4 weeks of full
time leave becomes 8 weeks of half time leave if used to *'"ut" a worker to
reduce his or her hours by 50Vo).
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S
U
158 working days per family (exrended by 10 weelcs in the case of multiple
births). Paid at 66Vo of earnings.
Further perid of Child Care leave available until a child is three, per family.
Paid at low flat rate, with supplement if two or more children under Z and not
in public child care services and an income-related addition.
If both parents are employed, one parent per family may also work reduoed
hours (either a six hour day or a thirry hour week) until the end of the year
when a child starts compulsory schooling. Parents working reduced hours
receive an allowance until their child is 3 years old, at 25Vo of low flat rate
payment for parents taking Child Care [.eave.
S
v
18 months per parent (Child Care [eave). Payment (Parentat Allowance) is
available for 450 days per family, for 360 days at 90Vo of earnings and for 90
days at a flat rate [sEK 60 per dayl; for multiple births, paid leave is extended
by 90 days at 90Vo of earnings and 90 days at SEK 60 per working My.I-eave
and payment must be taken before a child reaclres the age of 8 (or by the end
of the child's first year at school), and can be taken in one block of time or
several shorter blocks. Paid leave can be taken on a full time, half time or
quarter time basis (eg.l month full-time, 2 months half-time, 4 months quarter-
time).
Parents are also entitled to work 75Vo of normal working hours until their chiid
has completed her first year of school, although there is no payment for lost
earnings (unless parents choose to use part of their Parental Allowance).
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LEAVE TO CARE FOR SICK CHILDREN
AND FOR OTHER FAIViILY RE,ASONS
B l0 days unpaid leave per year for workers in the.private sector; 4 days paid
leave for workers in the public sector. This leave can also be taken for a range
of other urgent reasons, inctuding to care for partrers or close relatives who
are ill.
D
K
None
D 10 days per year for each parent when there is one child, and upto 25 days per
parcnt when there are two children or more. Payment at L00Vo of earnings.
Single parena receive a double allowance (20 days for one child, upto 50 days
for two children or more). Parenr are eligible for leave until a child's l2th
birthday.
E
L
Parens are entitled to unpaid leave for children rmder the age of 16 years (or
over 16 if the child is handicapped), the arnount of leave depending on the
number of children - 6 days per family if there is I child, 8 days if there are 2
children and 10 days if there are 3 or more children.
E
s
Paid leave for each parent for the first 2 days of a child's serious illness
(exfnded to 4 days in the case of a worker who must travel).
F None.
I
R
None
I
T
Mothen or fathers may take unpaid leave, until a child rcaches the age of 3
years.
L None
N None
P Parens can take up to 30 days leave a year for children under 10 years. Leave
is paid for certain workers (public sector, lone parents earning below a certain
level).
U
K
None
A
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10 days per year for each parent when there is a child under L2; ls days if
ilrere are more than two ;hildren. payment at r\cvo of earnings- single parents
receive a double allowance (20 or 30 days per year).
ln the case of a disabled or chronically sick child under 16, the perid of paid
Ieave may be extended to 20 days per year for each parent (a0 &ys ror single
parents). If a child under 16 is suffering from a serious or potentially fatal
disease, the parents are entitled to 3 years leave, the first ylar paid at l00vo of
g1111gs, the remaining period at 65Vo of earnings.
4 days unpaid leave if a child becomes suddenly ill-
Special allowance, paid at 66vo of earnings for up to 60 working days per year
per child if a parent participates in the care, treatment of retraUiUtatiln of i
child in hospital or (if the illness or disability is serious) at home. For children
agedT-15, the illness or disability must be serious. For all ages of children,
there must be a doctor's request for the parent to participate in the child's
care. Parents must be unable to go to work and get no pay. There is, however,
no linked leave entitlement.
An allowance can also be paid to a parent with a child under 16 who, because
of illness, inju.y or disability, needs special treatrnent and rehabilitation for
more than 6 months and if that treatment or rehabilitation involves special
financial or other strain for the familv.
120 days per year per family for each child under 12, either if the child is ill
or if the child's normal carer is ill (in the latter case, only 60 days leave per
year is available). I-eave can be taken for a whole, half or quarter day.
Payment at 80Vo of earnings for first 14 days, then at 90Vo.
In addition , 2 days per year per family for each child aged 4-Lz, n order to
visit the child's school or day care c€ntre. payment at80vo of earnings.
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APPENDIX 2
ExAMPLEs oi.' rrexrbrl-rrY rN
SWEDISH LEAVE ARRANGEMENTS
"The *ay various employment entitlements integrate and their flexibility was illustrated at
a more individual level during an interview with a new father at the electronics company
visited (part of a large multi-national firm). His wife had just grven birth to their first child
by Caesarian section. He had so far taken 2 days Paternity l-eave. When his wife retunred
home from hospital, she would still not be fully recovered and he planned to take several
weeks from his leave entitlement to care for a sick child.or spouse [Leave for Family
Reasonsl, followed by the remaining 8 days of his Paternity l-eave. At tlds point, Parental
[.eave would begu. His wife would uke 6-8 months, then he planned to take 3 months.. If
by that stage they still had no nursery place, they would begin to take their Parental Leave
on a new basis - drawing 5 days benefit for every (7 days) week of leave, to efiend the
period of paid leave." (Rapoport and Moss, 1990: la)
"Ln the case of Family C (father a researcher, mother a librarian), for their first two children
both parens had taken periods of fuIl-time leave followed by leave on a half-time and
quarter-time basis. The following gives a detailed account of the father's leave-taking for the
second child, taken from the records of his employer:
* 6 quarter days of Parental l-eave for 'parent education' (ante-natal classes.
* 8 days Paternity [,eave.
* 6 weeks of quarter time Parental l-eave, working 75Vo of normal hours.
* 2 days Paternity Leave.
* 113 days full-time Parental lrave, plus one month annlal leave.
* 79 days half-time Parental [-eave.
* 12 weeks qutnter time Parental [-eave.
* 9 months l0%o leave, working 90Vo of normal houn (in agreement with employer).
For the third child, the mother was not plaluring to refirrn to work until nearly two years
after giving birth, using her annual leave period to extend her time away and sprcading the
(Parental [:ave) benefit payments by taking 5 days allowance for every 7 days of leave. In
addition, since the birth of their third child, the father had taken l0 days P.aternity [-eave;
one days Parental Leave per week for nearly three months to look after the children while
the mother anended a course of srudy; and used a 'contact day' of leave to visit the services
attended by his two older children" (Moss and Brannen, 1992; l0).
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F-OR WORKERS WITH CTIILDREN
[Update - November 19941
Since the report was fint prepared, several countries have revised their leave arangemen6.
The Austrian Ministry for Labour and Social Affain has also sent additional information
about statutory leave alTangements in Austria. These revisions and additional details are
presented belou', with page references for the original report where material has been revised
or supeneded.
AUSTRIA
Nlatcrnitl' [,cavc
* timployed womcn who are breast-feeding are allowed one 45 minute break a dav if
working berween 4.5 and 8 hours aday Gppendix l, page 5l).
I)arcntal [,eave
* Fathers are entitled to Parental l,eave only if the mother is entirled and waives this
entitlemcnt. An employee taking Parental l*ave may undcrtake limited enrployment
with her or his employer or with another employer as long as the earnings are belorv
a spccified level.
* The perid of Parental l.eave is 2 years full-time, with rhe possibiliry of replacing rhis
leave by 4 years of part time leave. Full-time leave and part-time leave can also be
combined to give 1 year of full time leave and 2 years of part-time leave Lsee page
17 and Appendix 1, page 50.
* From the beginningof 1994, payment for parental l,eave
ATS 268.30 a day is paid to a single parent or a parenr
is ATS 180.80 a day, bur
with a partner on a lorv
income $ee Appendix I, page 56).
* Almost 907o of mothers take Parental [.eave, but under lVo of fathers.
Lcavc to Care for Sick Children
* Each employee has a statutory right to I week of fully paid leave p€r year ro look
after a sick family member living in the same household or to look after a child if the
person who permanently looks after the child is unable to do so for a pressing reason(e.g.illness) (see Appcndix l, page 58).
+ Each employee has a further entitlement to I week of fully paid leave per year ro
look after a sick child below the age of 12 years kee AppendLr I, page 5g).
FINLAND
Maternity l-eave
* The perid of 17.5 weeks is equivalent to 105 working days (1 week is calcularcd as
6 workingdays). An earnings-related benefit is paid, with the proportion of earnings
for which compensation is paid varying according to the level of earnings; the benefit
varies f rom 66Vo of earnings (for women with low earnings) to 45Vo (for women wirh
high earningsl (see Appendix l, page 5l).
it,
;'] I
I'aLel'rrity l.eave
* Fathers may take 6-12 working days ar the time of birth, and 6 days during thel)arenlal Ir:avc lrrirxl, paid as for Marcrnity lnave. In 1993. A(to/oof faihcn turk tlre
1rcri<xlof I'rtltrrttilylr:avcatthe lirncof binh. llighlyeducatetJfathcrs aged25toJ4
ycani who live in the Ilelsinki arca are most likely to rake parerniry l*aie 6ee pag:e20.
l'arerrtal [,cave
+ In 1993, only. 6Vo of mothers worked during the Parental l-eave perid, and only 3Vo
of fathers rook parenral l,eave 6ee page 26).
'jt< A Home Care Allowance is paid to parents taking Child Care l.eave (ie. the leave
. available after parental Lcavei or to parents who aJ not use publicly funded childcare
services. In 1994, the Ilome Care Allowance consisred of a basic ium of FMK l95gper month, with an additional sum paid if there is a sibling under Z years (FMK 392per month) and an income-retated supplement (maximu. f'fvfX 1,366 per monrh).The Home care Ailowance can ue uiea to pay for private chirdcare, ;"; ;;, ;;
uncommon; in two-thirds clf cases where an allowancc ii paid, a parent stays at home,
and in many other cases the parents use relatives or friends ro irovide .hitd.r...* The Home Care Allowance can be supplemented by local authorities; this has
happened most often in the Helsinki area, and in this area parents are more likely. totake leave until their children are over 2 years. However, the number of local
authorities supplementing the basic allowance has fallen from 56 in l99l to only l0in 1994.
* The Home Care Allowance has been available since 1985, and is now widely used;in 1993 it was paid to 87,000 families, over ?5Vo of those entitled. However, on
' average, the Allowance is usually onl'. used for a relatively short perid after the.Parental l-eave, usually untit a child is , 
,ed between lZ andia ronthr kee page 26
and Appendix I, page 5Z).
* The right for one parent per family to work reduced hours can be taken until a child
reaches the age of 4 years and also in the ;rcar when the child starts school beeAppendix I, page 5Z).
lror funher informarion, see Satmi, M. (1994) 'fhe parental l-eave and Day Care Systemsin F'inland, Helsinki: National Research and Developmenr Centre for Weifare and Health(S'fAKES}.
Parcrrtal l,eave 
FRANCE
* The payment (Allocation Parentale d'1ducation - APE) for parents taking parenlal
I-eave has been extended to parenb with two children, for children born iince July
1995' Previously AIPE was only paid to parenr.s with three or more children. The ApEpayment is now FF 2,929 per month.
* Parents working part-time (ie. using a part-time Parental L,eave) will be entitled toAPE of FF I ,950 per month if they work less than 19.5 houn a week and FF I ,455if they work bcrween 19.5 and 32 hours per week.
* ['rom January 1995, employers with fewer than 100 workers can no longer refuse lo
bz
lll'c lca'c; as a rcsutl, I)arcnlal lravc s,ill trcconrc a rcgal l-ighr for 
'll crnlll.yccs/scc 1tu,gc l-5 and Appcndix I, pagc 55).I.c:n'c for farnily reasons
+ lrrotn January 1995, each worker will bc enritled to 3 days lea'e 1xr ycar ro care fora sick child (under l6 years); this is increased ro 5 days if rhere is a chitd under 12months or lhree or nlore children in rhe family. A worker with a.child with a seriousillness, accident or handicap is enrirred to work prrt_tire for up to 6 months,renewable for a second 6 month period. This leave is unpaid, unless an employee is
;;;"t"0 
by a collcctive agrecment which Jrrovicles for payrncn r (sct, Alryandix l, ltagc
GERMANY
I)arcrrtal Leave
* For children born afrer the end of 1.993, the paynrent made ro parcrt-s raking parenralI-cave wiil be income-rcrated for the whore period of reave; previousry, a paymentof 600 DM was made to all parenb during Ge first 6 months'or r.rue, irrespectiveof income kee page t5 aM Appendix t, ioS, Si).
SWEDEN
l'ar cn(al Leave (Chiltl Care l_cave)+ lrrom January 1995, l0 of the 12 months of teave covcred by an earnings-reratedbcncfit is paid at 807o of earnings. 'fhe rcmaining2 monrhs is srill paid ar 90vo ofcarnings' but I of thcsc 2 month.s can only tlc ral-en by thc rnolher, whilc the otherrnorrth can only bc taken by thc father.+ Sirice July 1994, the 3 monrhs leave paid at SKK 60 a day has bcen replaced by 24months paid at a flat rare of SKK 2,0d0 a month (,child_rearing allowance,); the newGovernmenl' however, is proposing ro abolish rhis longer period of lcave and rclurnro the former syslem of 3 months with a flar-rate paymenr of SKK 60 a day $eeAppendix I, page 5Z).
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